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THE LEDGER & TIMES

SECTION ONE
Six Pages
New Series No. 616

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, KentucleyrThursday Afternoon February 16, 1939 -

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

MILK COMPANY IS
HOST TO GROUP A
LUNCHEON RECESS

Groups Raise $64
For Flood Relief
A drive to raise a Red Cross
quota set at $300 for flood suf. ferere in Eastern Kentucky and
Ohio fell far short of the hoped
for result as only $66.44 had
been cellected for relief usage
today.
With heavy rainfall swelling
rivers in this area to dangerous levels and the crest at Paducah predicted to reach 50
feet by Saturday. fears of a
repetition of the 1937 flood left
Paducahanse in breathless_ anxiety.
'-Contributions included $32.72
raised by Boy Scout Troop 45;
$20.00 contributed by the First
Methodist church; $8.45 by the
First Baptist church; a donetic,n of $2.00; and Misses Martha
Belle Hood and Marion Sherborough personally raised $3.27
for the fund.

Lawrence Gardner Says Future of Dairying Depends
On Herd Selections
HARRIS, PHIPPS AND
OTHERS GIVE TALKS

Varsity Theatre Opens;
GOVERNOR TO BF.
Richmond, Hart, Kelley IN LOCAL PROGRAM
Address Packed Assembly CITIZENSHIP DAY
Noted Democrat
To Uphold Belief
In Paducah Talk

President James H. Richmond in
a stirring message paid tribute to
the Columbia Amusement Cornpany and to Leo Keller for what
he termed "their foresight in
building a showplace like the Varsity Theatre in Murray" as he addressed a capacity house at the
theatre's
premier
performance
Thursday night, February 9.
Preceding him as speaxers were
Mayor George Hart, of Murray,
and Mr. Keller, president of the
theatre company, who expressed
respectively their gratitude in receiving and in giving a theatre of
the Varsity's- quality "to this
people".
Seven hundred and eighty peesons filled every seat in the holm*
for the opening showing of "Kentucky", starring Richard Greene
and Loretta Young. and hundreds
waited outreide for the second per-
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To Speak at College
on February 22

cyn

Congressmen React to LTVA
• -rktm
Resolution on-G'ville
.1*
5)

Hospital Records
Year's Activities CLAIM

Approximately 150 Students
To. Be Inducted Into
Civic Rights

Program of Work Lists 55 Hirt
and 39 Deaths in Annual
Category

DR. G. T. HICKS IS
PROPONENT OF IDEA

FAILURE TO
COMINUE PROJECT
WOULD BLOCK TVA

S. A. - Huskier, general matitger
-,
A joint celebration oreGeprge
of ,the Mason .Memorial Hospital Committee Declares People
Washington's birthday and the, inIn This Area "Want
here released Wednesday a sumduction ceremony of Murray elate
mary of the hospital's activties
The Dam"
dents eligible to vote this year
during the recent year.
will
be
held
when
Murray
State
Can the ideals of democracy surIn 1938, a total, he said, of 7,- McKELLAR, HILL AND
College holds its- first "Citizenship
vive? What methods can we use
198 persons were examined and
Day" on Felnuary 22. Gov. A. B.
BANKHEAD TO AID
to offset the dangers of Communtreated as office patients; 1.359 ofChandler is scheduled to address
ism and Fascism? ,Is there a sothe students at a special ceelpel
fice injection; were made; 937 paWASHINGTON, Feb. 16-Memlution to the war between the
assembly to be held that rootning
tients roomed in the institution for bers of Congress today received
at 9:30.
forces of elemocracy and the Jerboa
a tetarbenearly 10,000 patient days. from the executive committee of
About 200 Murray s'College stuof dictatorship?
Of the 937 patients housed by the the Lower Tennessee Valley Asnts who reach the age of 21
-These
scores of other simhospital, 800 underwent suegery. seciation of Murray, Ky., an aptween August 1. 1938, and AugGOV. A. S. CHANDLER
ilar questions will be answered
There were 44 births and 39 deaths. peal for restoration to the TVA
t 1. 1939, will take part in the by Dr. George Hermann Derry,
remonye and will be given a
In the X-ray department, 500 pic- appropriation bill a $17,000,000 cut
. Pe Of the Oath of Citizenship,
noted orator, educator and author
tures were taken and 'developed, made by the House.
hich is being written by Murof Detroit, Mich., When he lectures
the report shows; and 153 fluoroThe appeal was made as Sena,tors
y students.
,
under the auipices of the Paducah
the...TVA. predicted the
,
5 X7lia.1,' treatments frie.ndly
.
1 .22
7
e Ainong others who will particiformance.
Knights of Columbus council TuesSenate would restore the cut.
g
acire:
see
s
pate in the celebration are the
"Just
as
do greet poetry and American Legion of Murray and
day, February 21, at 8 p. m., in
In the 'hydrotherapy department,
The association, eescrased as an
the Franklin Junior High School .great art uplift the souls of man," Visiting members of the American
3,395 treatthents were given, 40 organization of residents of 40
said Dr. Richmcnd, "so do great Legion, the Boy Scout trdop, theauditorium, Paducah-:to eie)tieri, 60 _percent to counties of West Kentucky, West_
Purchase Organi-- percept
.4)r. Derry, who is the director enasie-atid great drama Inientilate -Calloway CoienfY Schoolboy'Pa(rol," thickson
men. In the laborbteLy4 there were liennessee and Southern* Illinois,
in man beautiful ideals. The great- the Board of Regents of the collzation is One of Finest
df the Knights of Columbus de4,431 procedures, in
ding blood expiessed "deep distress and disest music, poetry, and art, and ege, county leaders, and citizens
In Territory
Parement of social ellucation, is
counts, hemoglebineseeeerinalyses,
of
Murray.
All
these
will
take
,the greatest 'drama- the world has
Th'
ent7onlite
-tha
cOn
islau
tenadeedaettih7t
eriiinently •qtieffilied IO discuss his
gastric analysts; smear; teeteetalreed a-PP"
.
produced .in all time come to us part in the procession.
T. 0. Baucum, for the last eleven matchings, etc.
stopping coiastrOction of the Gilsubject. His educational back- from
'Ne.
theatres such as the Vars- . Dr. G. Turner Hicks, who is on years manager and one of the printhe committee for planning "Citiground started in Holy Cross Col- ity!"
Ruskjer declared the electecree Se,tsville dam in Kentucky would
zenship Day" stated that is is the cipal stockholders in the Jackson cardiograph recently installed at'-eefeek. the- key dam of the entire ,
s
lege to which he returned as
The most stupid person, he said, hope of officials to make this an Purchase Oil Company has disWhish it said "competent
a professor, of rhetoric and -by
the hospital has contributed much
is one who Wails "A church cost annual affair at Murray State and posed of his stock in the company
e" had described as ethe
which he was later honored with
toward lessening inaccuracy in ngi
too much, the library is too ex- to extend the plan to include the and Oda McDaniel. former assistof all - TVA dams
a decorate of philosophy.
f**n_ rstflood
pensive, a theatre could have been County and the district, and event- ant manager has succeeded him doctrinal diagnosis -Orheart ail- '
_ntrol." The engineers
His graduate and research studiii built more
Is.
men
tinily
to
spread
throughout
Kencheaply.
were quoted'-'.as saying that the
Others on the arrange- as business manager and viceinclude three years under the il"We want beautiful buildings to tucky.
s.. dam was indisperesable for a 9-foot
lustrious professors of Cambridge create beautiful thoughts!" he said. Orients committee include: Dr. J. H. president of the company. The deal
navigation channel- And was needetichmond, Dr. Gordon Penne- was closed Tuesday afternoon and
and Oxford at Stenyhurst College
He praised Viler as one who baker, Prof. Fred Shultz, Prof. ,
-foe mationatedeferesie' add that
evening. Mr. Baucum at. present
where he earned the degree of came to the college's service in
it would pay for itself tlieough the
price Doyle, Plot .
- Le J. Hortire' has not announced his future plans.
doctor of- philosophy summa --cum its -need, contributing funds per- end Dean, W. M. Caudill.
sale of power.
.
A Program
laude in 1902,etwo years at Johns sonally so that needy students i The program which has been ar- .Mr. McDaniel is well qualified "The people in this area.""tie
to
carry
out
the
work
of
the
JackHopkins Uneeersity and two more might continue in school.
ranged for the chapel exercises is
committee said. "have consistently,
son Purchase Oil Company having -N. P. Hutson, post commander
years at the Catholic University
Mayor Hart traced the history Is follows:
cooperated with the TVA in all ,
of
Murray
Leginniiaires.
asked
band;
song,
Processional,
college
started
with
that
firm
11
years
ago
e
,
of Murray from a mud-splattered.
of Paris.
its ideals. x x x They want the
invocation. when Mr. Baucum and C. E. Luter today that all Legien members
- He has held professorships. large- village several years_ ago to "the -.America," audience;
Jenkins; music. organized it. He started at that meet with him in the colleile audi- darn."
J.
Mack
Rev.
ly in 4conomic, political and social marveolus city we have here new". "America, the Beautiful," college
The statements added, that "the
torium
Wednesday
morning,
Febsubjects, at Holy Cross College, "We want you to knees we are band; welcerne to honor guests and time as tank wagon 'salesman, and
alleged harmful effects of this dam,
ruary 22, at 9 o'clock to take part
_ar-fe flooding lend, bridges, roads,
Kansas University, Union Urn- proud of this theatre, proud of Introduction of speaker Dr. Rich- they had one model T. Forel treck
In
the
special
-Citizenship
Dee
etc., have been grossly exaggerated,
versty, Bryn Mawr College, Mar- what it means to this town, proud mond; address, Governor A. B., to do all their delivery work. To- program sponsored by the
college
largely by bitter, .and occasionally,
quette University and Marygrove of the confidence the Columbia Chandler; Scoet salute and oath, day it has grown to be one of the on that day.
selfish enemies of the TVA."
College. Duting the past teri years Amusement- Company and Mr, Murray Scout troop; induction largest independent oil distributing
Legion
members
have
been.
re..
ceremonies, Dr. James H. Rich- firms in the entire territory, serv- Senator McKellar .13.-Tenne, a
he has been the president of Mary- Keiler placed in this.ecommunity
quested to wear their caps
music. 'Star Spangled Ban- ing approximately forty outlets.
as one of investmeiTif security." deer
menther- of the Senate appropriagrove.
protake part as a unit in the
ner", college bane; recessional; coldared Hart.
tions committee, said he had made
In 1928, T. 0. Baucum, R. H.
Besides being- an accomplished
gram, Hutsori said.
Mr. Keller described Murray ae lege band.
a "very careful survey" of the
author, this internationally famous
Honor guests will be members Falwell, Ernest C. Jones, Oda McThe American •Legion -meeting
"the biggest city for its size" of
lecturer in seven languages is also any town in the world. "I have ef the American Legion post here, Daniel and Dick Shell purchased scheduled for Sunday at theCCC committee and felt sure these items
tvouldhe restored. Similar predica member of the major American watched it grow", se said, ever the Murray troop of Boy Scouts: the interest of Mr. Luter in the caries has been postponed indefitions were made by Senators Hill
learned societies interested In our since its intereet and its" capacity ttie Callaway county schoolboy firm and it was reorganized under nitely, the commander. said.
Bankhead (D.-Ala.), and
social, political and economic prob- were made rtlantiesi to me through patrol, city and county officials, its present status until Mr. Baucum
Russell ID-Ga.)
lems. His addresses have been the inspiring greatness of one of Murray bank presidents. Senator sold his interests Tuesday.
Senator Bridges (R.-N.H.), freRepresentative C. A.
Previous to Mr. McDaniel's conpraised for their strong human apoutstanding citizens et. en T. 0. Turner,
quent critic of TVA, however, exH. T. Web:trope nection with the Jackson Purchase
Postmaster
Hele,
peal and ae' "logic on fire."
time, the late Warren S. Swann".
pressed belief that the appropriapresidents
of he was a farmer and then a realministers,
The public is invited to hear
He said he was sincerely glad local
tion would not be restored without
men's clubs, editors estate. man. He moved to Murray
and
women's
this lecture. There willenot be an the Columbia Ameesement Company
a "scrap". He said he, had made
county newss4ers, and in 1919, and engaged -in the-teal
admission charge or a collection which he represented could build of city and
The -highway and railroad de- no check of Senate sentiment but
college who estate business here for four years.
Murray
studeets
of
"West Kentucky's greatest theebefore Aug- In Mi,5 and 1926 he wonted in partment of_ the TenneSsee Valley knew there was "substantial oppotre in Murray"; glad because of the will-be 21 years old
Authority located here 'announced
Detroit, and moved back -to Murmutual- -worthiriese of both sety ust of 1939*
"elTalseetird- it WO-urcl-be-liii,. today names. ct recent arrivals who
.
ray in 1927. He was born and
NEW YORK: Feb. 18-Millions
and theatre.
ent .and uneconomical to
•
will be connicted with the engiof
sorrowing
Catholics
of
this
reared on a farm in Calloway
cripple TVA' through chopping off
'The correspondent§ of the Ledger
neering aivision in this area.
country
prayed
together
Friday
county.
& 'pines reach far and wide, but
appropriations. He added that the
night for the soul of the dead Funeral
They'are J. L. Waggoner, late of
Services
for
the bouquet oY the week goes to
Murray Contributions to
Senate would, approve the .funds '
The present officers and directors the Guntereville
Pope Pius, the three American.
reservoir,
and
- Woman Are Held at MemC. I. Merton formerly of this
Paralysis Campaign
of the ., Jackaore Purchase are It family; Sam Daugherty. Knoxville. for three reasons:
cardinals of the United States made
county who is now residing in
orial Baptist Church
Fund Amount to $269
"Inst. the Menage be -thee Gil-.
urgent preparations to assure the
H. Falwell, President; - E. C. Jones, end family; W. C. -Parttime gyre
Ago
Weeks
Three
Burns
Serious
California, and sent in his weekly
participation for the first time
secretary-treasurer: Oda MebanieL tersville, and family; Dewey Nel- bertsville dans -will keep back_
contribution by air mail so it
r
Funeral
e.n
Hasten Aged Resident's
and burial services for
of an American gimp of the hier_Waylon Rayburn, chairman of
first vice-president and business ion, -Guntersville: arid J. A- WaY- enough water to reduce flood-erests
would make this week's paper. He
Demise
archy in the elevatiop of .a new mrs. Abby, Wicker Truluch, 33-e' the Calloway comity committee for
. also enclosed tikes dollars for his
manager; L. D. Outland, second man. relocation engineer from on 'the Ohio river at Cairo. Ill., by
who died of pneumonia Tuesday
pontiff.
two to two and one hall-feet. That subscription. Thank you Mr. Mornight, were held Wednesdayeafter- the Fight Infantile Paralysis CamD. F. Bucy, el.- who died Wed- vice:president: and Dr. C. H. Jones, Guntersville, Ala., who arrived
t
might save enough property to pay
ton. His news follows:
noon at the Memorial Baptisti paign, today announced sources of' nesday night at the home ate his third vice-president and ctairman this week.. '
church., of which she was an af- funds amounting to $269.08 which son-in-law, Joe, McCuiston, near of the board.
entire cost of this' dam.
Pasedena. Feb. 12: (Air Mail)
,
survey
division,
the
maps
and
In
filiate, with the Rev. Carroll Hub- were raised for the annual rnoV6.
"Secon, the GilbertsVPle dam
A. C. Morton from Bartleseille,
Concord, will be buried this afterMr. McDaniel stated Wednesdesee under- the supervision of Frank will assure navigation over 'h.9-foot •
bard in charge of the seeremony.
Okla., tesvititing his parents, Mr.
_ Contributors -sand_ the amo
110012 at -the McCuiston cemetery.
and
of
the'
Benton
Loomis,
head
the
Il`rm
wouIrMinue
to
Mee
Truluck
was
at
the
that
home
and Mrs. C. I. Morton, Pasedena,
channel from Knoxville, Tenn.,of her sister, Mrs Mary Allbritten, given follow: Murray High School] Funeral services will be conducted render the same high class service Murray offices. are Luther C. the. Gulf'of Mexico.
Calif.
when she died. Survive include eata5; , Murray Training School, bY the Rev. ,R. F. Gregory at Mt.
wife,
from
Mont-.And
,tiwseeeeet 1.
Sunday, February 12, was Mr.
Calloway eourity's in
'bg•Past 412(1‘-'4,*
ItTre48z Inef
and Mrs. C. T. Morton's 33rd wed- Fourth Sunday singing will get Mrs. Allbritten and her rectifies*, MI5: Lynn Grove high school, Catenet .tWettst.-cnto•Ci17',Thete
.
.
continue to serve the public with gomery, Ala.;‘Fiank )7.'farcza. late PO
'
7er
4pC-P7i-e'-c17- z.
the Gillk
affiliation
ding anniversary. Those Who were under way February 26 under the Mrs. Bessie Wicker. Her acquaint- $24.77; lmskAlligh School, $25.54: Bucy s denornipationa
Firestone tires and tubas, and bat,- of New York State: and Clifford B. project will produce easel
present. included Mr. and Mrs. A. direction of Joint Key, locally anceship was large.
civil
enSceptSboro,
all
Woodall,
New Concord high school, $15.30:
. 1 fteries and DX gasoline and Diato repay the gevenunen
D. Morton, Los Angeles, formerly prominent inaugurator of siach
The eiaeriy gentleman had- oeen
gineers.
Faxon high school. $12.89: Almo
.,of its cost and may
_ TO ANNOUNCE WINNERS
of Bartlesville. Oklae_Dr. and Mrs. cenventions, and his equally noted
since he fell, mond motor oil, and other acces- see.
in
condition.
serious
e
high -school, $1865; Kirksey high
Clark }Whets, Glendale, Calif., contemporary, Chester Marine.
fireplace three weeksise'etel-a 'Various -kinds. `-*
into
art
()lien
school. $15.70; Birthday Cake fund,
Bankhead
said
ihe Gi
formerly of Murray, Ky; Mrs.
Welters
in
the
$250,000
Movie
The singing' will be held in the
ago. titrning himself severely.
.
House and Mrs. Graham from circuit courtroom, begirthing at Quiz 'contest will be announced $20.72; Murray College benefit basdam near the mouth of t
He is survived by three daughNashville, Tenn.: Mr. and Mrs. 1:30 and lasting until 4 o'clOck.
from the stage of (he Varsity The- ketball game, .$15.00; contributions
nessee river was necessary
McCuistore Mrs. guy
Darr Dunlap and baby of Oklaatre between the hours of 8 and through cans for donations. $41,02; ters, Mrs.
move a bottleneck to navigati
and'
the
county.
Henderson.
both
of
homa City. Okla.; A. C. Morten,
9 o'clock ,Monday night, according deflations from citizens .,who had
Penalties of 6 per eerie and the the entire riven"- 10,000 CALLS,
Mrs. Jim Owens, Paris: and four
Bartlesville, Okla., and Miss Lorto an announcement made today
cottection of an additional interest
"The other dams are not worth
or were goingto buy banquet and sc,ns, Charlie, Welter. Willie. and, ,
etta Morton. Pasadena, Calif., formby Manager Frank Lancaster.
.7--.
of 6 per cent on unpaid property two cent 'asfar as riavigation is
During one ,cley last week, the
ball tickets, $53.31.
Robert Duey, all of the _county.
erly of Murray, Ky.: Mrs. Bettie
of tobacco -taxes wilt become- effective in this toneerned - Without it," Hill said.
Wednesday's sales
Hughes and W. Thdmas Smith, Los Murray tele0one company an- - Eighteen 4-H club members in
amounted to 43,500 pounds. bring- -county Meech 1, Sheriff Ira Fox He added that nearly $5,000,000 alAngeles, formerly of Paducah, Ky. swered more than mow calls, it Anderson county are establishing
'
was announced today by Manager
ing $2.006.14 for a $6.45 average: said today. He. advised all per- :ready had been spent on the GilC. I. Morton,
.
dairy herds.
011ie Brown.
The total sales for the year sons to pay their dog taxes also, bertsville project ,
115 Mary St.,
Nineteen
hundred
thirty-nine
marketings
yesterday's
:Pasadena, Calif.
through
Senators explained ehat funds
amounted to-997,723 pounds. which automobile license tags will also stricken out by the House included
Frank Raker, 79, a former resibrought a total et $71:096.50 tus. a be necessary after March 1, it was $12,503.090 to continue construction
dent of this county. died at his
announced here.
season's average of $7.13. e.
on the Gilbertsville dam; $4,e52,000
and
home
in
Paris
last
Wednesday
The Murray Hatchery, local feed
to start construction on the Watts
following
,
day
buried
the
store, in coneunction with Allied was
Bar dam on the Tennessee river
Mills is sponsoring an ail-American there. He was a son of the late
,
(EDITORIAL)
.
The following patients were adabut 40 miles downstream from
baby chick poll coritest in which Doctor Faker, one of the earliest
Republican
•
-Although
a
bloc,
aided
by
pow
r
heartena
k
arid
coal
iiftere
sts,
suemitted to the Clinic Hospital this
Knoxville; $228,000 for exploratory
practicing
ceeded in lopping off a $12,503,000.00 appro iation for the Gilverts: seven free trips to the New York of Calloway county
week:
work on Coulter Shay .dam on
World's Fair or to the World's physicians. He was also the uncle
Miss Geraldine-,York. Murray; ville Dam, proponents of the TVA are
the Tennessee river near Knoxby recent statements Poultry
Congress to be held in of Aubrey Farmer ana-the--grandMrs. Lois Waterfield, Murray; A. of several United States Senators that they woukterestore the sum
vete; and $220.000 for prelimindry
Cleveland next July, are offered father of J. Bee Wilson, both of
_A
---.
work on dams on tributaries of the
E. Wilkerson, Lynn Grove; Will L. when the bill is voted on by the Senate. '
A
Murray.
_-s
to
the
seven
major
winners..
Dunn, Murray route 3: Asher NorTennessee.
Citizens of West Kentucky, West Tennesee, and Southern Illinois
Attending the funeral in Paris
Turner announced nee," he said. "as I would not
Anyone
who
raises
T.
0.
chicks
may
Senator
man Klapp, Murray; Elbert, Dunn,
are determined to continue their long fight for the dam. For years,. compete in the contest merely by were Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Wilson, here today he would'be a candi- mind serving in the Senate under
Murray route 3; Robert Heitt, Mine
Mrs. W. C. Farmer, Aubrey Farhim."
lays Hardie Adair, Murray; Cob- they have conducted a winning -fight for this project which lase year re- registering and stating in twenty- mer,
Miss Reubie Farley, Tety date for reelection from this region
Declaring he believed Johnson
five words or less the reasons they
ble Lee, Murray; Miss Ethel Fen- sulted in an authorized appropriation of nearly three million dollars.
race in the Aug- could complete- the job of paying
Farmer, and Arthur Farmer,
in the Senaterial
.
Already Murray is being benefited 'be' this great TVA program. consider one 'particular breed of
daw,' Murray.
e state- debt- -and reducing
ust primary. He said he would_
-baby chicks the best kind to raise.
4
The -Milo-Wing"patients were
▪ • dis- More homes were built here last year than ever before. The College entax burdens, Senator Turner
file in "plenty of time" for his
There is no charge for entering and
BULLETIN
Sentencet of- two years , each
missed this week:
rollment is booming. TVA citizens have come to Murray to live and no purchase is required. The put",
ed his outlook with the were Unposed on R. Otto Green.
name to appear on the ballot.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb.
W. D. Martin, Hazel; T. 0. Ban- to aid us in our community
enterprises.
Other candidates already in the WIllettico that although he did not former cashier
pose of the contest is to detrrmine
the Bank of
16, 1:22 p. m.
cum, Murray; Miss Helen Shipley,
race are V. A. "Bill" Phillips and agree With President Reeeevett or Milburn. and Oakley A. KlaRls.
,Soon che4e1T-VA pbwer will be availa.ble /or Murray and Calloway the relative popularity of the variHazel: Miss Lillie Atkins, GreenL. J. Hortin
U. S: Senator Alben e W, Barkley issistare ceiluee. when they apous breeds of chicks.
Kelsey Cummins.
county. gew indUserfts will be attracted in this direction.
,
Secretary LTVA
vile.
Senator' Turner said it was not on some policies, he favored Bark- peared before Federal Judge Mac
In addition to the seven free
.
The Vern is NOW UNDER 'CONSTRUCTION. It is necessary for
Subcommittee of Senate
his opinion minor candidates should ley 'to carry "the, instructions of Swinforcl
trips to these two outstanding
monday.' .
Committee
Appropriations
eVayland Rhoads spoke at a meet- flood-control, navigation, _national defense, soil conseryalion, and cheap
fairs
run clait ahead of the candidates Kentucky, delegates" to , the. naand
expositions, -Murray
The sentences were meted out
appropriation for
has
restored
power,
ing of 32 beef cattle feeders in
for Governor,
have decidied to tional Democratic convention next after the twb had entered pteart
'Hatchery' is offering , worthwhile
Gilbertsville Dam.
Caldwell county.
Let's all unite in saving the G• ilbertsville Dam!
prizes to local winners.
be for Keen Johnson as a norni- year.
eelguilty of Misapplication Of lends.
/kitten W. Barkley.

Four hundred farmers and vocatimel agriculture stildents were
present at' a one-day school for
dairymen held at Murray State
College yesterday. The program
was-ender .the joint sponsorship of
the college agricultural department, the Murray Milk Products
Company, and the County Agent's
Department, and Its. theme was
"The Breeding and Feeding of
Cattle".
Lawrence
Gardner, Memphis,
field representative for the American Jersey Cattle Club, in the
principal
address on yesterday
afternoon declared the "herd sire
is ,the main factor in the buildingup of a good herd, of cattle".
Under e_ (nulli(ying recommendation, he said certain female lines
are preponderente and- are -to be Millions of Sorrowing Cathconsidered in breeding especially
olics Mourn Passing
qualities of high production in
of Leader
both butterfat and quantity of
'
VATICAN CITY, Feb. 18-Pope
Thus, he maintaaried, the growth Pius XI. dressed in papal vestments
of the ideal herd is centered around of white and red, lay in state Friintelligent selection et both females day night under the famous frescoes of Michelangelo in the Sistine
and sires.
Prof. George Harris,. University chapel.
His body, taken that morning
of Kentucky herd specialist, gave
from the brass bed where he died
as the principal feeutres cif dairy- just before
daybreak, was borne to
ing-development the "breeding 'and the chapel on the shoulders of stalfeeding pf the herd", and he em- wart guards in a stately and colorphasized the weeding-out of dis- ful procession of lay and ecclesiegged or low-producing individual astical dignitaries.
Saturday morning it was taken in
cows. Herd health, he said, was a
prirne falter in surinorting an en.4 an even more elaborate proceso'St. Peters cathedral Wtere
terprisingedairy unit. se
Dr. J. W. Phipps, who this year the faithful-lowly as well as
noble-born paid homage to "the
tested cattle in this county for Pope of peace" before 'burial next
Bang's' disease, catalogued con- Wednesday.
tagiouseetbortion Bang's disease),
The pontiff's death, on the eve
tubercblosis, mastitis. and milk of the 'tenth anniversary of the
fever_ ifs germ diseases to be guard- signing of the Lateran Accord,
ed against; but he declared im- which healed the breach between
preper, nutrition was often as the Italian state and the Holy See,
much a disnevantage to a herd as and only four days after 'he had
Marked the 17th anniversary of his
were the mete serious diseases.
elevation to the papal throne,
Prof, A. Carman, head of the thrust upon the shoulders of Eucollege department of agriculture, genio Cardinal Pacelli the temporwelcomed the delegates: At noon. ary lidministretion of the Church
the Murray, Milk Plant, under the' of ROme.
Cardinal Pacelli ceased to be
ififectheri of Ray Treon, vice-president, and G. B. Scott, secretary, papal secretary of state and be• was host to 300_ 'persons in a came Camerlengo-Chamberlain of
luncheon in the liberal arts build- the -Holy Roman Church-in which
position he will guide the governing.
ment until the 262nd occupant of
It was. the opinion "of 'Freon, the Throne of St. Peter shall have
Scott. County Agent J. T. Coch- been selected.
ran, Carman, and farmers present,
The successor to Pope Pius XI
that Calloway county is rapidly will be chosen by the College of
Cardinals,
now numbering 62 membecoming a leader in the dairying
bers, in a secret conclave whose
industry.
opening date still was indefinite
Friday.

Can Democratic Ideals Survive? Orator to Answer
Question February 21

Pope Pius XI Dies
In Rome, Pontiff
To Be Selected

Streamlined Service

i

McDaniel Succeeds,
Baucum as Head
Of Oil Corporation

vu

Legionnaires Will
Take—Partin MSC
Next Week

TVA Departments
Get New Helpers
In Murray Area

Mrs.Ruhy Triduck
Dies of Pneumonia

D.F..Bucy, 81, Dies

In-,Cobcord Home

Key, Marine 'to, Head ffh Sunday Singing in Murray

to.

-lay.

'Tobacco Markets
Maintain Average
Above $7.00 Mark

000

Clinic Hospital Notes

Taxes, Auto Tags
To Get Attention

Murray Hatchery__ Former Resident
is Dead in Paris
To Aid in Giving
Trips to—Mfrs

Save Gilbertsville Dam

Senator Tuther Declares He
Will Seek Renomination

Bankers Sentenced
In Federal Court
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GRAND OPENING TONIGHT
February 9, at 7:30 O'clock, of The

MURRAY'S NEWEST and FINEST THEATRE!
of

With the Most Charming Picture of the Decade, Filmed in Our Own Native State

iii

of
as

in
.•
fel

to-KENTUCKY" I
We have given to the Citizens of Murray and Calloway
county the most modern and finest equipped moving picture
theatre in western KentuCky, if not in the entire State.
-We know you have looked forward to-4sing something
unusual in motion picture'tonstruction and operation and we
fed you will be-agreeably surprised with the result when we
open the varsity tonight.
The latest _and finest _improvements have been-,,Made for
your -coinfort--and enjoyment including the installation of the
newest RCA High- FideRy sound equipment—the newest and
finest sound system, new. silver fiber screen and the latest
type of Motiograph motion picture projectors and booth
equipment.
-

_

co
Pr
ter

We feel confident that you will find every comfort and
will enjoy every moment you spend in the new Varsity Theatre. Your suggestions, however, will be welcome at all times.
-Appointments throughout are very pleasing for your convenience.
With a hearty handshake and.cordial welcome, we greet
you and our hope is that the hours you spend with us will be
pleasant ones.
May we find you often within the walls of the Varsity
Theatre, delighting in our presentation of a careful selection
-7---ofthe &fest available pictures to -be -had.
The opening attraction which will be shown for two performances tonight at the Gala Opening will be Richard
Greene and Loretta Young in "KENTUCKY".
Only the capacity of the Varsity will be sold for the first
performance tonight, but the feature picture "KENTUCKY"
will be continued with a complete second show at 10 P,M,tonight and through tomorrow, Friday,February 10, startineat
1 o'clock and continuing straight through until 11 o'clock tomorrow night at the regular Varsity prices which will be:

WELCOME to the perfect theatre, the new Varsity, which
opens tonight at 7:30 sharp. Our promise of everything new
at the Varsity Theatie has been fulfilled.

-

ea

A new heating and ventilating system which will supply
clean, filtered, fresh air, warmed in the wintertime and cooled
in the summertime has been installed for your convenience.

CHILDREN: At all times
ADULTS: Balcony—Matinees, Except Sundays, Holidays
LOWER FLOOR: Matinees, Except Sundays, Holidays
BALCONY: Nights, Sundays and Holidays
130WER FItOOR: Nights, Sundays and Holidays
(Tax Included)
-

Spring-edge cushion seats and other improvements will
add greatly to your enjoyment.
• The Columbia Amusement Company, Incorporated, wants
this to be your theatre and with this community's support, we
will make it one of the most popular theatres in this section
of our beloved Commonwealth.
Your patronage and recommendation of the Varsity Theatre to your friends will !moire to us that our efforts in your behalf are appreciated.
Yes, sir, all of Hollywood's biggest and best productions
will be shown in the Varsity Theatre!

t-

10c
16c
27c
27c
33c

For the Gala Opening tonight all seats will be 33c, adults and
children alike, both balcony and lower floor, which includes
the State Amusement Tax. Starting with the second show at
10 P.M. tonight and thereafter the above schedule of prices
will prevail.
We respectfully solicit your attendance.
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No regulaT season passes recognized on-either show tonight, February 9.
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SECTION ONE
Six Pages

THE LEDGER &TI

New Series No. 616.

MILK COMPANY IS
HOST TO GROUP AT
1 LUNCHEON RECESS
Lawrence Gardner Says _YUture of Dairying Depends
On Herd Selections
HARRIS, PHIPPS AND
OTHERS GIVE TALKS

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Theatre Opens;
'GOVERNOR TO BE
Richmond, Hart, Keiler IN LOCAL PROGRAM
,Address Packed Assembly CITIZENSHIP DAY

Varsity
Groups Raise $64
For Flood Relief,
A drive to raise i Red Cras
quota set at $300 for flood sufferers in Eastern Kentucky and
Ohio fell far short of the hoped
for result as only $66.44 had
been ccllected for ,relief usage
today.
With heavy rainfall swelling
rivers in this area to dangerous levels and the crest at Paducah predicted to reach 50
feet by Saturday, fears of a
repetition of the 1937. flood left
Paducahans in breathless anxiety.
Contributions included $32.72
. raised by Boy Scour Trop 46;
$20.00 contributed by the First
Methodist church; $8.45, by the
First Baptist church; a donsticri of 0.00; and Misses Martha
Belle Hood and Marion Sharborough personally raised $3.27
for the fund.

a year in Calloway
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere an
the State of Kentucky.
$2
.
(In a year to akky address
other than above.

$1.50

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon February 16, 1939

1••••

Volume CVII; No:j

Congressmen React to LTVA
Resolution on G'ville Dam

To Speak at College
on February 22

Hospital Records
Year's Activities CLAIM

Approximately 150 Students
James H. Richmond in
Noted Democrat a President
To Be Inducted Into
stirripg message paid -tribute to
Civic Rights
the
Columbia
Amusement
ComTo Uphold Belief pany and to Leo Keller for what
he termed "their foresight in DR. G. T. HICKS IS
In Paducah Talk.building
a showplace like the 'VarsPROPONENT OF IDEA

Program of Work Lists 55 -Births
and 39 Deaths in Annual
Category

FAILURE TO
CONTINUE PROJECT
WOULD BLOCK TVA

ity Theatre in MurraV•as he ad-

S. A. Ruskjer, general manager
of the Mason Mernoriel' Hospital Committee Declares People
In This Area "Want
here released Wednesday a.summary of the hospital's .activties
The Dam"
,during the ts_ten_t_ year
In 1938, 1 total, he said, of 7,- Mc-KELLAR, HILL AND
198 persons were exam :
.Inesy.0
1 9,ndBANKHEAD TO AID
treated as office patients; 1.
office -injections were made; 937 paWASHINGTON, Feb. 16—Memtients roomed in the institution for bers , of Congress today received
a total Of nearly 10,000 patient days. from_The executive committee of
Of the 937 patients housed by hit ate Lower Tennessee Valley Ashospital: 800 underwent surgery. sxiation of Murray, Ky., an apGOV, A. B. CHANDLER
There were 44 births and 39 deaths. peal for restoration to the TVA
In the X-ray department, 500 pic- appropriation bill a $17.000.000 cut
tures were taken and developed, made by the House,
the report shows: and 153 fluoroThe appeal was made as Senators
scopics and 215 t-rtY treatments friendly to the TVA predicted the
Senate would restore the cut.
given.
In the hydrotherapy department,
The association, iescrei as an
3,395 treatments were given, 40 organization of residents (St 40
,
percent to women, 60 percent to counties of West Kentucky. West
Millions of Sorrowing CathJackson Purchase Organi men. In the labor!bag, there wereTennessee an
Southern Illinois,
olics Mourn Psuusing
"zatiorr- is One of Finest4,431 procedures, including blood`-'expressed taTeep distress and disof Leader
In Territory
counts, hemoglobins, ansinalatsiskaernsoyttnaetla"sgissllies.House action.,
Their, committee contended that
gastric analysis, smears, tests.-bloOd
VATICAN CITY, Feb. 16—Pope
eleven matchings, etc.
T.
0.
Baucum,
for
the
last
stopping construction of the Gar
Pius XI:di
:tweet in papal vestments
years manager anti one of the prinof whiteand red, lay in state FriRuskjer declared' -the electro----`ss-tssius rhim in Kentucky would
ciPaI stockholders in the Jackson cardiograph recently installed al---- '
day night under the famous fres3s ir-stite itt'y darn of the entire
TVA,". wW-h it said "competent
coes of Michelangelo in the Sistine
Purchase Oil Company has dis- the hospital has contributed much .
chapel.
po' sed of his stock in the company toward lessening inaccuracy las 'ngineers"_ had cl'scribd as "the
His body, taken that morning
..**ctive of all TVA dams
and Oda McDaniel.- former assist- doctrinal diagnosis of heart ail- -snit erf'
from the brass bed where he died
f_r flood--Control." The engineers
ments.
just before daybreak, was borne to
were quoted as saying that the as. business manager and vice_
the chapel on the shoulders of staldam was indispensable fbr a 9-foot
president of the company. The deal
wart guards in a stately and color'navigation channel and was needful procession of lay and ecclesiwas clesed Itesday afternoon and
ed for national defense: and that
astical dignitaries.
evening. Mr. Baucum -at present
it would pay for itself through the
• Saturday morning it was taken In
has not announced his future plans.
sale of power.
an even more elaborate procesMr. McDaniel is well qualified
sion to St. Peters cathedral where
"The „saeople in this area." the
to carry out the work of the Jackthe faithful—lowly as well as
committee
"have eensiSterSPY
son Purchase Oil Company having N. P. Hutson. post commander cooperated said.
noble-born paid ' hcmage tq "the
With the TVA in all
started with that firm 11 years ago of Murray ,Legionnaires, asked"
Pope of peaces before,, burial next
x x x They want, the
Wednesday.
when Mr, Baucum and C. E. Luter today that all Legion members dam.",
•
The pontiffs death, on the eve
him
in
the
college
audimeet
with
organized -it. He started at that
The statements added that "the
of the tenth anniversary of the
torium
Wednesday
martin*,
Febtime as tank wagon salesman, and
alleged harmful effects' of this dam.
signing of the Lateran AccOrd,
Ford truck ruary 22. at 9 o'clock to take part
they had one model
ta flooding land,- Bilifges, roads,
which healed the breach between
Day"
special
"Citizenship
in
the
to do all their delivery work. Toetc., have been grossly exaggerated,
the Italian state and the Holy See,
college
program
sponsored
the
by
day it has grown to be one of the
largely by bitter, and occasionally,
and only four days after he had
on that day.
marked the 17th anniversary pi iris
largest independent oil distributing
selfish enemies of the TVA.",
Legion
members
have
been
re-,
d
elevation to the papal throne,
litres in the entire territory, serv-- Senator McKellar 1D-Tenni, a
quested to wear -their caps' and
thrust upon the shoulders of Eumember of the Senate appropriaa
unit
in
the
protake
part
as
genio Cardinal Pacelli the temportions committee, said he juid made
In 1928, T. O. Baucum, R. H. gram, Hutson said.
ary administration of the Church
Falwell, Ernest C. Jones, Oda Mc-, The American Legion .- meeting a "very careful survey" of the
of Rome.
Daniel and - Dick Shell purchased schedu • for Sunday at the CCC committee and felt sure these items
Cardinal Pacellt ceased to be
papal secretary of state and bethe interest of Mr. Luter in the camp has been postponed indefi- would -he restored. Similar predictions were made by Senators Hill
came Camertengo—Chamberlain of
firm and it was reorganized under nitely, the commander said,
the Holy Roman Church—in which
Bankhead
arid
its present status until Mr. Baucum
position he will guide the governRussell ID.-Ga.)
sold hia interests Tuesday.
ment until the 262nd occupant of
Senator Bridges (11.-N.H.), frePrevious to Mr. McDaniel's conthe Throne of St. Peter shall have
quent critic of TVA, however, exnection With the Jackson Purchase
been selected.
pressed belief that the appropriahe was a farmer and then a real;
The successor to Pope' Pius XI
tion-would not be restored without
will 'be chosen by the College of
estate man. He moved' to Murray
a "scrap". He said he had made
Cardinals, now numbering 62 memin- 1919, and engaged irr-the real
bers, in a secret conclave whose
The highway and railroad de- no -check. of Senate sentiment but
estate -business here for four years.
opening date still was indefinite
of the Tennessee Valley *new there was "substantial oppoIn 1925 and 1926 he worked in partment
Friday.
Authorityilocated- here announced sition."
Detroit, and moved back- to -law
McKellar said it would- be -"imtoday names IT-recent arrivals Who
ray in 1927. He was born* and
NEW YORK, Feb. 16—Millions
will be connected with the engi- provident and uneconomical, to
of sorrowing -Catholics of this
reared on a farm in Calloway
cripple TVA" throogkchopping off
The correspondents of the Ledger
neering division in this area.
country prayed together Friday
county.
appropriations. He added the; the
& Times reach far and wide, but
Waggoner,
Sate
of
They
are
J.
L.
night for the soul of the 'dead Funeral
Services
for
Murray Contributionsto
the bouquet of the week goes to
The present officers and directors the Guntersville 'reservoir, and Senate would approve ,the funds
Pope Pius, the three American
Paralysis Campaign
Woman Are Held at MemC. I. Morton formerly of this cardinals of the United
three reasons: ,
of the Jackson Purchase are R.
States made
Sam Daugherty, Kndxville, for
county who is now residing in
orial Baptist Church
Fund Amount to $269 Serious Burns Three Weeks Ago H. Falwell, President; E. C. Jones, family;
"First. the storages by...theGilurgent preparations to assure the
Pariins,
Gunfamily;
W.
C.
Lnd
California, and sent in his weekly participation for the
first time
secretary-treasurer: Oda McDaniel, tersville. and -family; Dewey Nel- bertsville"."'Sfainss will keep back
Hasten Aged Resident's
contribution, by air mail so it of an American group of the hierFuneral and burial services for
.W,ayion Rayburn. chairman of
first vice-president and businms son, Guntersville: and J: A. Way- enough.waterto reduce flood crests
would make this week's paper. He
Demise
Mrs.
Ruby
Wicker
Truluck,
33,
archy in the elevation of a pew
manager:" L. D. Outland, second man. relocation engineer from on the' Ohio river at Cairo, Ill., by
also enclosed two dollars for his
who died of pneumonia- TuesdaY the Calloway county committee for
pontiff.
subscription. Thank you 'Mr. Mornight, were held Wednesday after- the Fight Infantile Paralysis CamVioe-president:
and Dr. C. H. Jones, Guntersville, Ala., who arrived two. to two and one half feet. That
Wedwho
died
81.
Bucy,
F.
D.
nfight save enough property to pay
ton. His news follows:
noon at the Mernoria.L.. Baptist paign, today announced sources -of nesday night at the home of his- third. - vice-president and chairmao this. week. entire cost Of this dam.
church, of which she was an af- funds amounting to $269.08 which son-in-law. Joe McCuiston. near of the board.
Pasedersa. Feb. 12: (Air Mail)!
division,
and
survey
In
the
maps
filiate with the Rev. Carroll Hub- were raised for the annual move.
"Secon,,,,, the - Gilbertsville dam
A. C. Morton from Bartlesville,1
Concord, will be buried this afterMr. McDaniel stated Wednesday under the supervision of 'Frank will assure navigation over It 9-foot
bard in charge of the ceremony.
Okla.. is sviSiting his parents. Mr.
Contesijsetoss- ands_ the amounts nocri at the McCuistorLeemeter----s-that the lieu+ -svoulci.-ccaninue -to
s,--isead of the Beriten--and chartifeiliakorn Knoxville,- Tenn., to
Truhsekwas
at
tho--home
and ltIrs. C.- L---4sterton, -Pasedena,r
of her sister, Mrs. Mary Allbritten, given follow: Murray High School, Funeral services wifl be. conducted render the same high class service Murray offices, are Luther , C. the Gulf of Mexico.
Calif.
F. Gregory at Mt.
when she died. Survivals inclUde $16.85; Murray Training School, by the Rev. R. church,as,
in the past, and that they would Fleming and wife. from MontSunday, February _12, was Mr_ .Sfellesssny sees.z.:Ssec-esms---=
"Third. while not • primarily -,a
Afthrfflen and her mother, $8.75; Lynn __Groves high school. Carmel Baptist
and Mrs. C. I. Merton's 33rd wed- FOurth Sunday singing will get
continue to serve the public with gomery. Ala.; Frank J. Tarcza, late power project, the Gilbertsville
affiliation
B.
Clifford
York
State:
and
of
New
ding anniversary. Those Who were under way February 26 under the Mrs. Bessie Wicker. Her acquaint- $24.77; RksadeiSligh School, $25.54: Bucy's denominational
Firestone' tires and tubes, and batproject will prcduce enough•powier
present included Mr. and Mrs. A. direction of John 'Ks'y. locally anceship was large.
Woodall, Scottsboro. all civil en- to repay the government a large
New .Concord high school, $15.30: lay.
been. teries and DX gasoline and Dia- gineers.
D. Morton, Los Angeles, formerly:
nent inauguratois of such
Faxon high -school, $12.89; Alma - The eicierly gentleman had
part of its cost and—Maybe all at.
TO ANNOUNeE WINNERS
condition since-Ate fell Mond motor oil. and other accesof Bartlesville, Okla.; Dr_ and Mrs. conventions, and his equally noted
high school, $18.65; Kirksey high In serious
kinds.
it"
'Clark Hobbs, Glendale, Calif., contemporary, Chester Marine.
in
an open fireplace three weeks sories of various
Bankhead -said the Gilbertsville
Winners in the $250,000 Movie school. $15.70; Birthday Cake fund,
formerly of Murray, Ky; Mrs.
The singing will be held in the
o, burning himself severely.
dam near the mouth of the TenHouse and Mts. Graham from circuit courtroom, beginning at Quiz contest will be announced $20.72: Murray College benefit bas- .He is survived by three daughs
from' the stage of the Varsity The- ketball game, $15.00; contributions'
nessee river was necessary tos"re.
Nashville, Tenn: Mr. and Mrs.' 1:30 and lasting until 4 o'clock.
ters, Mrs. McCuiston, Mrs. Guy
Darr Dunlap and baby of Oklaatre between- the hours of 8 and through cans for donations, $41.62;
move a bottleneck to navigation pt
•
and,
county,
of
the
Henderson,
both
9 o'clock Monday night, according deinations,from citizens who had
homa City. Okla.; A. C. Morton,
Penalties of 6 per cent and the the entireJiver."
10,000 CALLS! .
and
four
.
Paris;
Owens,
Mrs,
Jim
to an announcement matte today or were
Bartlesville, Okla..- and Miss Lor-collection of an additional interest
"The otheN, dams are not worth
going to buy banquet and sons, Charlie, Walter, Willie, and
etta Morton, Pasadena, Calif.. formby Manager Frank -Lancaster.
of 6, per cent on unpaid property two cents as far as navigation Is
During one day last week, the
ball tickets, $53.31.
Robert Bucy1 all of the county.
erly of Murray, Ky ; Mrs. Bettie
•
of tobacco taxes will become effective in this concerned without, it," Hill said.
Wednesday's sales
Hughes and W. Thdmas Smith, Los Murray telephone company anEashteen 4-11 club members In
amounted to 43,500 pounds, bring- onnty _ March _ 1.. Shetiff.„_Ira FSiX_ He -added _that nearly $5,000,000 al.Angetes, forrherlY of Paducah, Ky. -swered more than 10000 calla,:
was announced today by Manager Anderson county,- afe establishing
ing $2,006.14 for a $6.45 average. said today. He advised- all per- ready had been spent On the GilC. I.' Morten,
dairy herds.
011ie Brown.
The total sales for the year sons to pay their dog taxes also. bertsville project.
• 115 Mary St.,
thirty-nine
hundred
Nineteen
marketings
yesterday's
through
Senators eaptained that funds
Pasadena, Calif.
amounted to 997,723 potmds. which automobile license -tags will also stricken out try the House included
Frank Raker, 79. a former resibrought a total of $71,096.50 for a be necessary after March 1, it was $12,503.000 to continue construction
dent of this county, died at his
announced here.
on the Gilbertsville dam: $4,252.000
season's average of $7.13.
and
last
Wednesday
home
in
Paris
The Murray Hatchery, local feed
te start construction on the Watts
day
following
was
buried
the
store, in conjunction with Allied
Bar dam on the Tennessee river the
late
was
a
son
of'
Mills is sponsoring an all-American there.' He
)EDITORIAL)
about 40 miles downstream from
The following patients were adof
tr
.
earliest
sç
Although a Republican bloc, aided by power and coal interests, suc- baby chick poll contest in which Doctor Eakeess one
Knoxville; $228,000 for exploratory
mitted to the Clinic Hospital this
of Calloway county practicing
ceeded In lopping off a $12,503000.00 appropriation for the GilvertS- seven free trips to the New York
work on Coulter Shoals dam on
week:
World's Fair or to the World's' physicians. He was ,alsci the uncle
the Tennessee river near KnoXMiss Geraldine York, 'Murray: ville Dam. proponents Of the TVA are - heartened by rectut statements
Poultry Congress to be held in of Aubrey Farmer ands the grand1,•ille and 5220.600 for preliminary
Mrs. Lois Waterfield, Murray; 'A. of several United States Senators that they Would restore the sum
Cleveland next July, are offered father of J. B. Wilson, both of
work on dams on tributaries of the
E. Wilkerson, Lynn Grove;Will
when the bill. is voted on by the Senate.
Murray.
-to the seven major winners.
Tennessee.
Dunn, Murray route 3;- Asher NorCitizens of West Kentucky, West Tennesee, and Southern Illinois
Attending the funeral ln Paris
Senator T. 0. Turner announced nee." ilc said. "as. I "'fluid not
Anyone who „raises chicks may
man Klapp. Murray; Elbert Dune.
are determined to continue their long tight for -the claim For years, compete' in the contest merely, by were -Mr. and Mrs. 3'. B. Wilson. here today he would be a candi- mind serving in the Senate under
Murray route 3; Robert Heitt, Murhim."
registering and -stating in twenfys! Mrs. W. 'C. Farmer, Aubrey Far:ray; Hardie Adair, Murray; Cob- they have conducted a winning fight for this project which last year rethis region
Declaring he,, believed Johnson
five words or Jess the reasons they mews Miss Reubie Farley, Toy' date for reelectiferfrom
bie Lee. Murray; Miss Ethe' Fon- sdlted in an authorized appropriation of -nearly three million dollars.
in he Senatorial race in the Aug-- could complete the job of paying
consider one particular breed of Farmer, lEtfid Arthur Farmer.
Already Murray is being benefited- by this ereat TVA program.
daw. Murray.
silk state debt and reducing
ust primary. Ile aid he would
baby chicks the best kind to raise.
,
The following patients were dis- More homes were built here hitt year than ever before. The College entax burdens, Senator Turner
file in "plenty of lime for his
There is no charge for entering and
Sentences of two years each
- -BULLETIN
missed this week:
rollment is booming. TVA citizens have 'come to Mtirray to live and no purchase is required. The purtieRndened his outlook with the were imposed on R. Otto Green,
name to appear on the ballot.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb.
W. D. Martin, Hazel: T. 0. Bu- to aid -us in our community enterprises.
Other candidates already in the ailliferticn that although he did not former cashier of the Bank of
pose of the contest is to determine
16, 1:22 p. m.
cum, Murray; Miss Helen Shipley,
race are V.'A. "Bills Phillips nd agree with President Roosevelt or Milburn, and ,Oakley id. Klapp.
Soon cheap TVA power will be available for Murray and Calloway the relative popularity of the variHazel; Miss Lillie Atkins, GreenL. .I. Hortin
U. S. Senator Alben W Barkley assistant cashier. when they apKelsey Cummins
A
_
ous breeds of chicks.
county. New industries will be attracted in this direction.
Secretary LTVA
ville.
- Senator Turner said it was not on some policies, he favored Bark- peared before Federal Judge Mae
In addition to the 'seven free
The dam is NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION. It is necessary for
Subcommittee of Senate
his opinion minor candidates should ley to carry "the insteuetions ,of Swinton) in Louisville, Monday.
trips to these two outstanding
Committee
Appropriations
Wayland Rhoads spoke at a meet- floodscontrol,,navtgation, national defense, soil conservation, and cheap
run out ahead of the candidates Kentucky delegates" to the nafairs and
The' sentences were meted out
expositions,. Murray
• has restored appropriation for
power.
ing of 32 beef cattle feederS' in
for Governor: "I have decided to tional Democratic eonvention next after the two had entered pleas, of
Hatchery is offering worthwhile
Gilbertsville Dam,
Caldwell county.
Let's all unite in saving the Gilbertsvillt Dam!
guilty of midi-Indication of kinds.
prices to local winners.
be for. Keen Johnson as a norni- year.
Alben W. Barkley.
e

Four hundred farmers and vocatIonal agriculture students were
present at a one-day school for
dairymen held at Murray ,State
College yesterday. The program
was-under the joint sponsorship of
the college agricultural department, the Murray Milk ProchlSett
Company, and the County Agent's
Department, and its theme was
The _Breeding and Feeding of
Cattle".
.Lawrence
Gardner, Memphis,
field representative for the American Jersey Cattle Club, in the
principal
address on yesterday
afternoon declared the "herd sire
is the main factor in the buildingup .of a good herd of cattle".
Under a qualifying recommendation, he said certain female lines
are preponderent and are to be
seoesidered in breeding especiatly
qualitiei of high production in
both - butterfat and quantity of
milk".
Thus, he maintained, the growth
of the ideal herd is centered around
intelligent selection of both females
and sires.
Prof. George Harris, University
of Kentucky heed specialist, gave
as the principal feautres of dairying development the'"breeding and
'
ffeeding of the herd", and he emphasized the weeding-out of discalled or low-producing individual
cows. Herd health, he said, was a
prime factor fri sup-porting an enterprising dairy unit. Dr. J. W. Phipps, who this year
tested cattle in this county for
Bang's disease, catalogued Contagious...abortion (Bang's disease),
tuberctilosis. mastitis. and milk
fever ds germ diseases to be guarded against; but he declared improper nutrition was often as
much a disadvantage to a herd as
were the. more serious diseases.
Profs A. Carman, head of the
cellege department of agriculture,
welcomed the delegates. At noon,
the Murray Milk Plant, under the
direction of Ray Treon, vice-president. and G. B. Scott, secretary;
was host to 300 persons in a
luncheon in the liberal arts building.
•
It was the opinion of Treon.
Scott, County Agent J. T. Cochran, Carman, and farmers present.
That Calloway county is rapidly
,s eeoming a leader in the dairying
industry.

(
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Can Democratic Ideals Sur-1 dressed -a capacity house at the
vive? Orator to Answer
theatre's
premier
performance
Thursday night, February 9.
Question February 21

Pope Pius XI Dies
In Rome, Pontiff
To Be Selected

•

A joint celebration of George
Washington's birthday and the induction ceremony of Murray stuPreceding him as apeaaers wert• dents eligible to vote this year
'Can the ideals ordemocracy Sur- Mayor George Hart, of Murray, will be held when Murray State
College holds its first "Citizenship
*sive? What methods can we use and Mr. Keiler, president of the
Day" on February 22. Gov. A. B.
to offset the dangers of Commun- theatre company, who expressed Chandler is scheduled to address
ism and Fascism? Is there a so- respectively their gratitude in re- the students at, a special chapel
lution to the war between the ceiving and in giving a theatre or assembly to be held that morning
forces of democracy and the forces the Varsity's quality "to this at 9:30.
About 200 Murray College stupeople".
of dictatorship?
nts who reach the, "age of 21
Seven hundred and eighty petThese aiai scores of other simtween August 1. 1938, and Augilar questions will be answered sons filled every seat in the homes
t 1, 1939, will take part in the
by Dr. George Hermann Derry, for the opening showing of "Kens geremony. and will be given a
noted orator, educator and author tucky", starring Richard Greene espy of the Oath of Citizenship,
of Detroit, Miele.; Vhen he lectures and Loretta Youngs-and -hundreds rich is being written by Murwaited outside for the second pery students.
under the auspices of the Paducah
1. Among others who will particiformance.
Knights of Columbus council Tuespate in the celebration are the
"Just as do great Poetry and
day, February 21, at 8 p. m., in
rimerican Legion of Murray and
the Franklin Junior High School great art uplift the souls of man," visiting members of the American
said
Dr. Richmcnd, '
,so do great Legion, the Boy Scout troop, the
auditorium, Paducah. .
music and great drama formulate Calloway County Schoolboy Patrol,
Dr. Derry, who is the director
tn•mati beautiful Ideate The great- the Board of Regents of- the coltof the Knights of Columbus deest music, poetry, and art, and age, county leaders, and citizens
partment of social education, is
the greatest drama the world has of Murray. "ill the *All take
eminently qualified to discuss his produced
in all, time come to us part in the processigh.
subject. His educational back- from theatres
Dr. G. Turner Hie, WIWI-nig
such as the Varsthe committee for planning "Citiground started in Holy Cross Col- ity!"
aenship Day" stated that it is the
lege to which he returned as
The most stupid person, he said, hope of officials to-make this an
a professor of rhetoric and by
is one who wails "A church cost annual affair at Murray State and
which he was later honored with
too- muchf -the library is too ex- to extend the plan to include the
a decorate of philosophy.
pensive, a theatre could have been iounty and the district, and eventHis graduate and retearch studies built more cheaply.
pally to spread throughout KenOthers on the arrangethree years under the
"We want beautiful buildings to tucky.
.include
_
lustrious professors of Cambridge ,creetwheautiful thoughts!" he said. stients,commthee include: Dr. J. H.
„Richmond, Dr. Gordon Penneand Oxford at Stonyhurst College
He Praised 'Weiler as One who baker, Prof. Fred Shultz, Prof.
where he earned the degree of came to . the college's .service in
rice Doyle, Prof. ,L. J. Hortin,
doctor of philosophy summa corn its need, contributing funds per- fli:1 Dean W. M. Catidill.
laude in 1902, two years at Johns sonally so that needy students
The program which has been arHopkins University and 'two more might continue in school.
ranged for the chapel exercises is
Mayor Hart traced the history as follows:
years at the Catholic University
of Murray from a mud-splattered • Processidnal, college band: song,
of Paris.
audience; invocation,
He. has held professorships, large- village, several years ago to "the "'America,"
Rev. J. Mack Jenkins; music,
ly in economic, political and social marveolus city we have. here now". "America. the Beautiful," college
subjects, at Holy Cross College, "We want you to, sknow we are band; welccme to honor guests and
Kansas Universter, Union Uni- proud of thii „theatre, proud of introduction of speaker: Dr. Richversty, Bryrt Mawr College, Mar- what it means to this town, proud mond; address, Governbr A. B.
quette University and Mangrove of the confidence the Columbia Chandler: Scout salute and oath,
College. Duerng the past teri years Antneement. Company and Mr, Murray Scout treepr induction
Keller placed in this community ceremonies, Dr. James H. Bichhe has _been- the president of Maryas one of investment security." de- mond; music, -"Star Spangled Bangrove.
ner", college band; recessional, colclared Hart.
Besides being an accomplished
Mr. Keiler described Murray as lege band.
author, this internationally famous .the 'biggest city for
Honor guests will be members
its size" of
lecturer in seven languages is also any town in the world. "I have of the American Legion post here,
a member of the major American watched it grow", se said, ever. the Murray troop of Boy Scouts,
learned societies interested in tour since its interest and its capacity tHe Calloway county schoolboy
social, political and economic prob- were made manifest to me through patrol, city and county officials,
lems. His addresses have been the inspiring greatness of one of Murray bank presidents. Senator
praised for their strong human ap-- your outstanding citizens of all T. 0. Turner, Representative C. A.
Postmaster If. T. Waeltrop,
peal and as "logic on fire."
thne, the late Warren S. Swann". Hale.
of
ministers, , Presidents
local
The public is invited to hear 'He Said he, was sincerely glad
--clubs, editors
meris
women's
and
this lecture. There will not be an the Columbia Amusement Company
of city and county newspapers. and
admission charge or a collection which he represented could build
of Murray college who
"West Kentucky's greatest theeold before Augof both,
worthiness
mutual
tre
in Murray".
glad because
ofpity
the twill be 21 years
ust _Of 1932,_.
worthiness
and theatre

Mrs.Ruby Truluck
Dies of Pneumonia

—Streamlined Service

McDaniel Succeeds
Baucum as Head
Of Oil Corporation

Legionnaires Will
Take Part in MSC
Program Next Week

TVA Departments,
Get New Helpers
In Murray Area

D.F. Bucy,81, Dies
In Concord Home

Key, Marine to
Head 4th Sunday
- Singing in Murray

Tobacco _Markets
Maintain Average
Above $7.00'

Clinic Hospital Notes

Save Gilbertsville Dam

Taxes, Auto Tags
,To Get Attention

Former Resident
Murray Hatchery
is Dead in Paris
To Aid in- Giving
Trips to Fairs

Senator Turner Declares He
Will Seek Renomination

Bankers Sentenced
In Federal Court
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Bracket Drawings for the Calloway County Net Tourney Kirksey EaglesFive

PAGE TWO

THE LEDGER ie_TIMES,

Washer Counts 35Points as
High School G)m February 23, 24, 25
Breds Top Mid. Tenn. 76-48 To be played at the Murray
FIRST TEAMS

Trim Wingo
By 32-21 .Score

Tigers to Meet Tilghing
Saturday; Wallop Fu on

Kirksey high school continued
its winning ways away from home
tannting toward the We t Ken'.et' Teachers 40-35.
Murray Cagers Close Season
Tueeday night when it whipped
tucky Conference tournarkent Sat.
•
Forward Les McKee! paced "the
Saturday Night In Game
Wingoaon the latter's court 32-21.
meg en
urday when in their
Kentuckian'. with 15 points. whip-' FRIDAY. 7:30 1', M.
The Eagles, spurting fast ,as
tlghman'i
With Alabama State
'gageinent they oppose
ping the ball through the hoops
e
r s, led
tournament ti
Kirksey
defeated highly-respected Tornado, the Mt.
school
highAlmo
from all sections of the court.
throughOuta holding a 7-3 margin
THURSDAY. 4 P. M.
•
RACERS- LC)SE TWO
Hazeta21-20 in a nip-and -tuck. en- ray high ...school Tiger. suiting ueThe half ended with.Murray
a
lead
at
11-3
at the quarter and
N. Castrated,
•
countele at Almo Friday night. lion' to expert advice fru4i Coach
ON WEEKEND TRIP leading 24-19.
the half. Score at the pose of the
Almo held a 14-10 advantage at Preston -flatland. went lthniugli
lineups:
'
M.
P.
*30
SATURDAY,
third period Was 21-16.
edneshalf.
special practice sessions
the
Once again it was Nea Washer. Murray 44
Ill, Tea&
Pos.
CHAMPION
Washer showed a clear eye for
Almo's second team ;rimmed the day afternoon .in prepare on fot
Murray's great scalaamore .-ater. McKeel 15
Stroupe 10 Lynn Grove
F
Kirksey to score .t5 points. The
who set a new local scoring record Carneatate
Hazel apprentices 33-22.
the -all-important 'week
P--- --Vaughn
game was slow. Riley for KirkTiltlISDAY:la
as he burned the woitets for 36
Lineups:
-Matthewe 11
-C
Waitier 9
Although considering tpfe game
say played little of the game -due
Hazel
points here last night as his team
Hazel 20
Pos.
Alma
Long 2
C
Bland 1
edinals'
Mayfield on the
with
to sickness.
FRIDAY. 3:30 P. M.
overwhelmed Middle Tennessee 76Owen 2
F
Puckett 5..
Conlee 2 'Murray
G
Hurief'3 Lineups.:
floor tonight, the 11 landmen's
48.
10
Alton
6
Beak
Copt"
Murray:
-.Substivitions
monopo, is 'r&vCte
the.
Kirksey
Wing° 21
Pos.
Without any effort
THURSDAY, 330 P. M,
Cochran I. chief ottentidh
Herndcn 1
lize scoring opportunities, Washer Id. Wright 4. Murray 2, Wilsan. Faxon.
'E'
Washer 15
Clapp 12
at the Tilghman. match Sat
lattelton
•
G4
Bedwell
2,
'Jackson
Teachers:
many times passed to teammates Mitchell:
Riley 2 s
Smithson
ternoon at 4 o'clock in th4 TornaHendou
G
Edwards
but
*cored.
have
when he might
Zarecor.
Ezell
Saxon 2
Substitutions, Almo- Hopkins, do's new gymnasium.
his count climbed, steadily, result
Referee: Marion Hale.
Story 6
Turner 2
1.. Grose
Tuesday night, the giuld-suited
Barnett; Hazel-Scruggs 2, Gro
largely of his amazing and con- Gray 1
G
Copeland 5
FRIDAY, 1 P. M.
ostept,acearacy. He scored 13 free
Tigers ran up the large* score In
Substitutions:
Kirksey.
2
Giagjes
g"
'
'
Oliver
'
Referee McCuisthrows rusd betted eteven baikets
T. School
ton.
the history of Murray teams by
-Wingo: E. Clapp 4, Yates.
front the held.
'ailATURDAY, 9:38 A. M. .1/
Walloping Fulton. a coriferenee foe,
. While Washer was scoring. his
Murray
Listless playing; in the last
50-39.
Bill
idle.
not
teammates were
FRIDAY. 2 P. M.
when substittitee ,.played
half
Carmel scored 11 points. and McAtm*
-iiroW
freely, allowed Punish tat aiii
Keel and Walter Murray 10 each. Wildcats May Go into Toimmy
Captain Gene Bland sat on the
a half-time margin held by MurWith Best Record of
M.
P.
7:34
SATURDAY.
sideline throughout the game with
..County Fite
•The Murray College freshmen ray .4. 27-10. The Tigers led at the
CHAMPION
a sprained ankle, hoping it would
the Austin Peay Normal first quarter 17-4. .
defeated
Hazel
be well enough by tournament
Winner of four garilia- in the' last
quintet 40-12 here Thursday night
Captain Haron West, sterling
time next week for him to start
3 P. M.
FRIDAY.
seven days. Lynn Grove's •
in an easy contest.
,
Tiger ferward. kept up his highthe tame against Georgetown.
Artists
_
Ring
Faxon
Coach
Moore's
Austin Peay previousiy had held scoring pace by,,, dropping in 17
In a preliminary game, the Mur- county champions defeated Almo
SATURDAY. 111131/ A. M
Pummel 6-2 Victory
ray feeshmen, led. by Durward' Tuesday night 3042 to-- give them
the Vanderbilt freshmen to a seven points, running his-total for the
Concord
N.
Over Cumberland
-the Red- Clair) who scored 23 a .record" of 16 spins fie 18 regular
point lead: Murray led all the way. lasts three games to -SO points.
FRIDAY. 4 P. M.
points, walloped the Middle-Ten- season fortes..
II men. apore at halttinie Thomas, Fulton guard: Iticketed
playing
Kirksey
nessee fresh 45-27. The freehmen
Victorious in their Oast interEarlier in the week. tba Wildsa. s
for the Murray five.
17-7
was
the nets for 16 points.
College
with
Lindsey-Wilson
a
- meet
collegiate boxing venture
cats had won over Elkton 38-23:
Lineups:
Murray Friday night at,. 7:3(1 The -F-aosait--294.9:- -and- Kirksey 24-19.
6-2 win over Cumberland Una
Murray played smoothly. thataritA. Peay 112V
•Thorotighbrede will play their lasa
veraitY. Coach James Moores ath- Murray 4441 Pos,
oach
not •too aggressively, ,and
They • close their-regular .season
Bunter .2
game of the season Saturday .night
letes will take on Vandeabat's box-, Fester 3
I
. ..
play
they.
when
night
TVA
Friday
play
,Tinid-Belleved its -defense could
gymnasium
'college
in
the
ers
When. they meet Alabama Slate
44
Hatley
4
Culp
F
i
4
have been better. Iri good condiaaa. aateam -they --&-fratedakg
Colleges. Jacksonville, Ala.. in MarThursday night, February 23, and Rushing 5
Smith •2
C
'
in the year alaala and the team
ton both offensively and defen1
will return the engagement on Sat- ray.
cord fray will be a llatillor for I SA
By RALPH WEAK
Blackburn
G
Vincent
they ftre scheduled- to open, lhe
believes his hop:
urday night, March 4.
• The Lineups:
sivelo,
the fans. And only since Karkaey's1 11,11urr
Toornbs 4
Pos. Middle Teas 44 attinta -totirnartient. with next
_Thes.Kurray _heating_ tegri teem- Miasma I
111111111M-711
T.'-fin& 'Willis. whoa aiada-Whya_ final spurt dowa-the home agratob- w
-47 ir'n."4--thg''Thrnackl-Murr4:
--5
-gragg
F
tita in.lpeal basketball circles, the Cal. do they -Thera a slight advantage
Carneal 11
gurated the sport here Friday night
In the Almo game Tuesday
s .
........-sgaightay
with an impressive 6-2 victory over Fuller 6, 'Fehr,- Lawton, Clark 2. 'Lineups:
•
von Greve tee.ae..1 into--a 11-0 lead lioray County Hash school-Basket- over lhe Concord - outfit_ These
•
Fulton 39
P03.
phillips42 at the quarter: led 16-6 at the half:
C
tale mittmen of Cumttertand Una Manning 2. Byron, Furelle 4, Ma- murraY
Wisher 35
ball tourney will open play Thurs- lads _tram' the southeast part of
West 17V
Ca Branson 9
McALister 3
pro- lone, Paschall, Gwen.
The
Tenn.
Lebanon,
of
Murray 10 . G
versify
close
_the
at
21-13
3
top
and was on
day afternoon. February 23. at
the, county. are always sarong in
,
-'13. Branson 4
McKeel
Batts 4
WW1 marked the debut of interIlaingins 9
tard period. -Oclock in The Murray High gym county play. but have been severeCLEVELAND, Miss., Feb. 15- collegiate boxing at the college.
• Substatutione: Murray: Copeland. of the
Bradt
C
Gardner_ 9
team
ialth the first strings of Murray ly handicapped by the lack of a Paced by their sharpshooting cenThe victory was particularly
Wilson -4, 'Wright 4, Brown 2: Mid- I The Lynn Grove second
G
- 'Thomas 16
Training School and Alma _break, home gym. They are to be con- 1 ter. .Max Day, the fast-stepping pleasing to Coach Jim Moore as
-Ms Bignd 5
die • Tennessee: ;Tureen 6. Little, 2, -won 14-9.
Tommy
Farkas.1 __
Lineupeo
OffieiaLs- _Alixtin
e --Cumberland- teem.- Inc
ing the-freeeta moisture.
the
an theirsapyrb
Substitutems. Murray: Smith 3,
. Aline-1111 • :the slaver bracket -. ritaeeit the
anal" DeWeese.
1- GMT. 34 Pos.
rir Grove should-have no great - a- fine Murray 'State College team fighters who have gained recogniback
are
students
the
Most a
Fair. 2, Patterson 4; Fulton: Gosstun
ea the H.,,,,.1 55-34 here Saturday-night in Shea tion in Golden Gloves and A. A. Lu
,Puckett I Training Sehoca to meet A6
F
Armstrong 3
salk01, and we hove -thei•ewitikte
in taking care in
taa. by gym before BOO -madly-cheering U. eneounterr Two 'exhibition
rhee''''
7, Dalton, Pa, Lane
,
Todd-2 nib
the
In
during
High
Concord.
other
interference
no
Murray
meet
to
outfit.
and kiiksey
s fans. Coach Dickson's aggregation bouta spiced the card.
• Herndon 5 the lower-bracketa Lyme Grove Faxon as its first opponent in '''
C
Hart 5
Arkaasas-54,• Marray 47
school term.
the was magnificent. and defeated MurGlenn Hook of Murray won a
Betheell drew - Hazel,. -and
Wrath; 8
We are glad to report that Mrs.
stubborn
a
High
find
Murray
county loop. will
the
visitors
of
convincinglyas
Ridley
as
over
ray
Knox
decision
16
Feb.
Ark.,
BATESVILLE.
Slightly used Lounge chair, also
els 6 drew Faxon from the hat. In the an:
lkhvar'.
Haft-12
a'rtijsea- Cumberland, in the 115-pound Williams is back after an' absence.
b
rill!
in8brieedre
we
fea
en
de
eit
StMeisin
be,
be
li;
i
:
r
D
.
w
ars
e
Eas
:
U
A
A
Arkansas College. state
We ajapreciate the loyal- Data:moat chair, at a real barLynn • Grove- sec...nd team drawings. Lynn Grove but are named to fill in eri the Anis.
Substiuttions.
class. Hook took all three rounds of 74ay-s7
ty of Mrs. Rains in filling Mfa- gain, for the early shopper. CRASS
champions, took a fast arid furious eSrnithalfeeves. Wilson: Alma, Bar- .
afrim. the, Training School. Murray win colump in this melee.
Day was uncanny In his shoot; from Ridley, who was a semi-final- Williams' place during her absence.
•
El:RN/TURF: CO.
game from the Murray Stato Col- tiett 10 Hopkins. Yarling. Walston.
will meet Almo to complete the - With Murray High and Lynn ing, ringing up markers frcm all ist in the Southern AAU . bouts
a
As this is the 6th week of school
lege .,of Kentucky here Thursday
-aa, ----upper bracket. In the loaver di- Grove in the lower bracket, fang angles. The Delta boys wese not last year.
semester. everyor.e
second
the
in
deBob
Cumberland,
Chandler.
night Se to 47
bomliterally
vision... Hazel will play Faxon and will find plenty of 'entertalmnenji to be denied and
working hard to obtain good grades
ciaioned Hastings Kinney, Murray;
The winners led by Kohn Bray
The 4th, 5th, and 6th grades hats
Concord drew Kirksey. On this by the time semi-final play roils barded the visitors throughout the in the 125-pound cleat.
as
momentum
gaining
•encounter,
•
'
ino12
potato
247
, who Nag scores
been selling magazines with the
complete around '•
paie yoo will find
In the lightweight division, Tom-,
floor.
The
along.
moved
game
the
-_help of their • teacher. Miss Blalock For Sale at Reduced Prices
' s
.8ahanalial,..the .hattkotatastoalaticahaa
'
braakKa'for both first and aeeond - The.
NM.Pimmlimor
regults in county net play work -or Molar and- Ricks' was my Stokes of Murray registered Teselve free books were given.J,, See Us Positively Before
to tie with. William Gartteal _04
•
evening
play.
the
of
only
team
knockout
the
spensored
:etas...
The sophomorefor the past nine years are as fol- i great, and the Kentucky boys found
them as a prize. •
You Buy!
Murray for scoring_lmnorT
'them menaces through ut the fra- when he put ' Miles - Christian, a . Concord's first and second basAcree Austin. Murray State Col- lows:
by Mrs. Doherty, are presenting a
.
-AAU
1937 Standard Chevrolet.
-the-Southern
wiener-al
• Startr at halftime 'wear-9541
teams
. gractuata eada widely- met
-tti0ee asicliaa'alatroniasteams
Kirkiiey'a'rata-Crave-Wt. Hazel 20
ketball
1937 Master Chevrolet
favor of Arkansas College.
Washer for' Murray showed an to sleep in the third round.
Friday- night, February 141. The
Kiaksey 54, Concord 20 ' Trouble." Teasley night. Feriniara in basketball kirclies. andoTas
Murray conceded the welter1034 Maatef Chevrolet
eagle eye and. succeeded in -ringscores tor,both games._ were_aa sand
Kirksey - 27. L. Grove 21
21711,ie cfest of chtraoters are -AS. Cuiatan. Murray State sfudent,
ago-Tennessee
the
to
bout
1924 slandard Plymouth
- ing up 17 points. McKeel was able weight
Murray tall 'MOWS: • T
favor of Kirksey:
-a-a-Ask poi_ iS61 Poe.
llie-aftrat and second 1935-Kirksity..4E Murray 16
• - trfficiatt'
--- •
gregation and substituted an exhi- 26 in
1930Moliel A Ford Coal
to chalk up eight pointers.
'They will meet Faxon Frt•i.,..
MsKeel
s
Rates. 5
2/3
team games. respectively.'
kirksey
41.
"Pee
--Concord
-lames.
between
1934
beet
bition
1939 ('hevrolet Coach
•-Miserv _Mewl: a a.ossciocied
the first_ half the
_ .
Throughout
Coss
there.
17.
February
night.Carneal U
K. Iray 17
Elltarra Gileitsan Blair, a milThe scorers. -Inners and. score- 1933-1- Grove 33. Cormord tp
•
game was a nip-and-tuck affair. Wee" Nanney, Thoroubhbred baiter, will also play Hazel Tiksday
_ Washer 13' lior.aire. Barkiy Jones: Torn Riese]: board operators are yet to be lealaa-L. Grove 28. Almo 27
al. Bray 16
the Statesmen leading 21-18 at the and Clyde rauncan, Nashviile, two- 'February la um the Hazel a
,a
time winner of the - Southern
KIRKSEY. K.
Bland
G
Taylor 2
named. Principal Ed Filbecka of 1931-Kirksey 24. T. School 20 ' half, but as the final whistle Golden Gloves title. No decision We wish them luetkaas that aas slick as a whistle.Ei:igene
Murray 7
sounded the men of Dickson were
G
Carpenter 16
last . game before,. the to:
libsen -as tour-- 1930-Concord 29„ Kirksey 10
Hiram - TUB. an'awful nut'. tok•ert Meanly high, w
'rendered.
was
Substitutions: ,Arkansas- College: -Lee Kellea: Patrick Keller, 'a ticket ament
It was also found that Kirksea's blazing away at the wicker with
Mr. Filbeck
martag
Tommy Atwell of Murray won a
Golden. Farrar. - Murray: Wright,'seller. Thomas Lee Armstrong:
0 that plans are Eagles held •a wide margin ever telling effect.
stated this mo
decision over 'J96 Baker in the
Line-upe:
wineither
by
play
of
years
ommcdate one 12
Copeland. Hacley- 1.
rnantha Slade. a poor old maid. being made to
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predicted that Oda year
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the
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Blapd
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Murray 44, West Tennessee 35 'i
earned ya_
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Walters
over of edMurray
d zision
1ena L
Meurot0
0v
G
Using their second team in the
a free shot "of the tournmy ;wee Goodman 6
seen in Abe -county race, basing his bea!
11(arnell Hutchens
prediction on the fact, that either Hall_ of Lynn Grove Who hir 7a$11 • Substitutions: Delta. final half. Murray State College
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' is a lively
"Always in Trouble,
fly rnton. Gilliam 2. Leshe 2: Mur- weight Golden
staved off a determined rally in
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0
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id a knockout at the bell.
each.
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Cobbie Lee won the heavyweigh:
Last year. 109 field goals 'were
'Hazel going into the
Greve .and
class for Murray what' he decio
final round. and only after a- ter- made, for an average of 7.8: free
School
__Evening
toned Joe Tidwei+ of Cumberlan•I
shots hit. 65. average 4.6a 4 1free
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a
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nose -Put ,the SouthLy
were
fouls
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Almo Lobs Hazel
By 21120 Count'

SECOND TEAlys

Lynn Grove Tops
Almo For 16th Win

•

Millermen Win 40-12
Murray -Boxers to- From
Tennessee -Five
Meet Vanderbilt
In Double Header

ival

•

County.Tourney Starts February 23
ay Loses 2,
One Durinfg
Week-End Games

Concord High N

Lynn Grove High
School News
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SANDERS.GARAGE
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Hazel High School
• —

NEW AND BETTER WAY
TO BUILD A HOME

eerie
•

LOVE'S STUDIO

Black Diamond Coal
"It's Hot Stuff"

a

Kindles Quickly - More Heat - Low Ash

1,,LS

0

e,

STOKER COAL

Calloway County-Lumber-Co.
nno -

GUILOWAY HOMES'.
HOME IMPROUEMEH-T5
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party Teestheir.
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Liquid. Tablets.
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PAGE THREE
SATURDAY STORE HOURS 8:30 A. N.TO 6 P. M.

STORE HOURS 8:30 A.'$. TO 5 P. M.

•

Proudly
Mural Shapes In

WATKINS

French Antelope
Colors inspired in, the atictinal murals
pointed for titer "World's Fair," usher
in these loveliest lightweight Antelopes

me
its'
n's
the
atriet-

presents new
Fashionable Exclusives

—Streomlned swirQ brims and rising
crowns, keyed to the spirit of swing—
Perfect. travel and town hots—in more
shades thon we con mention.

ted
In
by

6.95

.ast
red
ow
the

COATS and SUITS
for Spring 1939
•

4

Watkin's Millinery Department
Second Floor

sl,
17
the
mtg.
ted

If the Rothmoor "Scotty" could talk
You know him—the staunch, honest little Scotty on the Rothmoor label
—and these are a few of the things he'd tel you about Rothmoor coots
and Suits -fa-r• Spring:. 'They're brilliantly, inspiringfy style' — in the
finest fgbrics weavers know how to loom. The needling is painstakingly
done—by craftsmen reared in Rothmoor quality tradition."

•

39
r3
54
.2
; 16 .
ney
3,
itun

dso
ear1S"4

ces
re

it •

Rice O'Neill
ONE OF AMERICA'S
LEADING SHOECRAFTERS

_

oe-Fashiori high poInt—of the seaiim
of a new Watkin's exclusive which brings Footwear of real fashion -importance at a-modest
price—o. ,brilliant collection-of exeiting- new
distinctives—creations as only Rice O'Neill-designs-1939's most thrilling Shoe hapiaening.
and another reason Why smart Paducahans'
,footeteps turn first to Watkins.

875

.Flu.ff—Joponic ."elostiocized" watersnake . .
_With sgff_._.center kid
drape.
10.50

-4-- -

There you have it--:-quolity, quality and more quality-_
ThYmddels illUitrateThere- strive to show it—but the

4•••

Coats and Suits in this store do it far better. See them
and try to do it soon.

44.

.._.Nxing jewel
flringi—
of o shoe! Wear it now
and lae, footsteps ahead
- of the rest' of the world.
10.50

ow.

2995 to 6995
Other Rice O'Neills . . . to 10.50
--Mr. Ray

Moss

Mr. Glenn (Pete) Terrell

o.—utility coot with sleeve ond
b.-3 oiece suit—collarless
lapel stitching for detail-35.00. •coot and jacketboxy topcoat
with double tucked seam front..
—in monotone fabrics-5995.

SHOE DEPARTMENT... MAIN FLOOR
3
c.—boxy tweed coot-,--button ot
neckband. combination piped lap
Seam in front and bock-35.00.

fitStl— A dusty pig
Ponsienne blue—a heel
that lifts you into smartness.
"..
-10.50

of—fitted collarless coot—flored
skirt in Cinderella Cord-35.00.

Petite—, Two

feet in
a net of odventure. The
veiled instep-6 ounces
of sheer. deviltry.
S.75

W
The Quality Store of .Fine Fashions
PADUCAM KENTUCKY

usg

OUR PERSONAL SHOPPING SERVICE
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twenty-five present. including Mrs.
Max •Hurt, the genesal chairman.
**2 ware a vintes

•
solemnized at 7 o'clock Saturday
t.wening in Almo by the Rev., H.
P Blankenship.
Miss Eudell - Chadwick, sister of
tkie broom. and Paul Culver were
!be eeile. attendants.
A lovt.ly dinner Was ecrvod at
the groom's .home Sunday with
friends intending
., The couple will make their home
with the groom's mother, Mrs.
Mimic° Schroeder.
•
• • • ••

Mcst everyehe: is better except
We are indeed glad to report
Mrs. Frank Paschall, of Tay,"Uncle George" Windsor who Is Mrs. Edna Guptoa's oorelitio is Wee- Store, is
on the sick lit.------n
showing
but
little
improve
ment.
much improved and is able to go
• • • • •
Miss Attie Long was a Sunday
Mr.
and
Afton
Mrs.
Paschall
and
tridey.
to the table for her meals.
February 17
aIrse Turner Hostess At
guest of Rebecca Sue and Ivanelle
little sum Steve, sit Supday, with
Mrs. Oscar Barnes was unable
ThieFridey bridge club will meet
.1.11-day Meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Lamarck/las:emit to attend church Sunday en ac- Wiliceeson. They spent the after• ii at 2:30e
ea.__ ue et the home of Mrsnoon with Martha Lett and Ru., Mr/. 'Tot
Turner "opened herand son. Billie Max.
count of flu.
vene Taylor.
•
• home Tuesday for a jnint all day Clifford Melugin. Hugh Thomas Wilkerson ts sick
Improve
We had quite an
ment in
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilkerson
with a cold.
' meeting of her bridge club and
•
Monday. February 2.
L. D: Warren has returned home church and Sunday School at- and Fay. Mr. and Mrs. Lube
the Sew and So Club. Bridge
tendanc
Sunday.
e
There
were
124
Mrs..
James
-H. Richmond will be
Copy for this page should be submitted not
from _a_ hospital in Louisville and
Brown were Sunday afternoon
, wee played in the morning and
later than Tuesday
i
hostess to the Monday afternoon
was able to attend church services present and the collection reached visitors of Mrs. S. V. Miller,
the prize for high score was won
-- .
afternoon each week_
$26.82.
visitors
We
many
and
had
bridge club at her home.
Sunday and Sunday night.
The Rev. and Mrs, C,, W. LawI by Mrs. Carney Hendon.
Maritsa Chapel Missionary
.
Mrs. Jewel Wilkersen was able among theist were Mr. and Mrs. rence and children were Sunday
.
i Members of the, Sew and So
_
Denham
Wheeler
-a
Denham
Mr.
,
Society
•
o
Meets
be
..
at church Sunday for the
•
Ezra Rachlin, pianist, will pre"Winter Garden" Is Given
/ Mr and Mrs I. E. Morgan and Mr. club arrived et mem and a dewas visiting his sister, Mrs. Pope guests of Mr and Mrs. John WarThe Mat-tin's Chapel Missionary irst time since New Year's day. .
sent a concert in the college aushBy Dancers
ren.-Star.
Pate,
•
licieus Dutch. treat luncheon was torium .t
I and Mrs O. L. Bodin.
-t15
Society
p. m. This as the'
met with Mrs. Fred...lames
.
The Winter Gardens. a dance!
• ••
• s' a
'.
eft-la-Yet Thl
. .afternoon was spent second number in
the Murray von- .Tuesday afternoon. Following a
ensemble Steen .1sY PdPils...0f-Arta- Mia-Whitnel
cert series.
"-- ins Class
- infelinallY' short business session, Miss Alice
e.eese" •11f.ryellitie trnith and epormored,eby
gues
presen
.
_
rMrs. WO1
Whitnel
entertai
nea .
Waters- gave a . lecture on China
„Tuesday, Febrile!" XI
the Murray chapter_ uf the AALTW. meiebeee ,•ee ewe e
-v
1
8
,4
ner
VA. A beautiful' Oh'
ne
was presentee"- in the auditorium ,,-f
At the close of the meeting, deThel.
circles of the Alice Waters
et_ her h e e Manday aftern i new "me*
Missionary-Soeiety will meet at 2:30 lighting refreshments were served
•
AdurlatY-Stale- Callade readaY ntgh
Th
osegrresent
were
▪
M
•
rs.
le
t
R.
i
Delightful dahee iitimbers - fea- with an inflermal Valentine party. Yatese.bles. Johnnie
by the hostess.
Parker. WS. p. m. as aialloavs: Garnet"
tured a program which included and
and readdje
$ were enjoyed Frees. Cotham, Mrs.'-Ottis
Title Bakes circle at the home of Emile Brume to Appear in
defigtof
Direct from the show rooms of the New York and Chicago Stylistg, ready for you to step Into
el Veteete
Valenne refreshthe
parts by Bobby 'Kibler. Billy Jean
Concert in Paducah
tine. Met' -.-Jack Markwell. Mrs. Mrs. W. J. !decoy. Spring Style Picture Correctly attired. You'll appreciate the Vivid Spring Styles we have
Emily
Srnah.-• Dorothy Currier. Frances meats 'sere served.
Baume.
pianist. will apselected
Ardsal Knight' Mrs...0. B. Boone.
The Bell circle at the home of
peer in concert in Paducah on
Amelia Thurmond. Marl' Frances sa.h.e_ Present were Lochia Fay Mrs, Hubert
for you, and we ask that you come in now a/15ec these New Spring Coats,
Dunn. • Mrs. Max Mrs. A. F. Doran.
" Dresses, Suits, Hats
Tuesday evening, Febreark 21.
.Perdiee. Virginia Jones, Avonelle Hart. Cmorgia Ethridge, • Joanne Chutchille_sehilre.
The Putnam circle at the home
Walter „Boone,
Hose, Gloves, Bags, and accessories that will thrill you. The Pictures below tell almost
Member
s
of
the
Murray
Fulton,
concert
the exact
Joanne Shroat Bonnie Lee Mrs. .darney
Farmer.--Laita Itcse Gholson. Joan
Hendon and Mrs of Miss Alice WaterS.
•
course are invited to attend this
story of what is in store for you.
•
Farris, Jane Jones. Rosenurey Jet- Kingine Suzanne Miller. Oneita Turner.
program as guests of the Paducah
frey. Joan Hendon. Mettle Carolyn Ahart, Clara Waldrop. Clara Jane
Mrs. Roamer MeGavern, Mrs. concert enerse.
Carter. Mary Jane Kennedy. Naomi Miller, Betty Ann Davis and Mary
Easellab Class Meets
Hall Hood and Miss Mildred Peale
Lee Whiteelle. •
. Jo Skaggs.
Club Meets With Mrs:Ordway
At Mrs. Parker's
will entertain, the Music Club at
•. a a a •
- Charles .Tollev. Loehieelseasellart.
-The Wednesday 13ridge-Club met
lien Class-of ---tite--First - 7:30- p.
t&- home of Mrs. yesterday "'afternoon
Yatee. Irna IJoygeShocles. Lynn Grove Missionary
with Mrs.
Baptist. Church met Monday eveMcGaver
n.
Preston Ordway at her home.
Carolyn Davis. Janice Clopton,
SoeletY Meets
ning at the home of Mrs. Hafferd
Prizes for high and second high
Barbera Aeherafi Mary Katherine
On Feiday afierneun. February Parker. Mmerletreene Shipley andThursday, February
score were won by Mrs. Nat Ryan
Nichols. Barbara AsherSft. Jagice 10. eat 1:30. the 1,yan Greve
M. EA-Mrs, Burman -Parker assisted in
The
Hughes.
Magazin
and Mrs. Roy Stewart.
e
club
.will rnget at
Clacton, Carolyn Davis. !mg-Joyce -Missionary .NocietV met
with Mrs. I the hostess duties.
2:30 p. m. at the home of Mee '• The hostess served a delicious
.Hereo mew see members,. ..teee
Zetta Yates, Frances
Thisewas the regular work meet- W, J. Gibson.
salad course.
jams.• Jean Ryan.
-visitors, twd.--Jimiors and one batty Mg and the hours were spent in
Gliests for bridge were members
From Paducah and Cairo-.studios Presene. The., pregreM_ foliesys; _
and Mrs. Frank Stubblefield and
nieedlework.
The B and P W club will hold Mrs. W.
- -were -Bobby Kriblalle
G. Swann. Mrs. 40$: Loy--Cligien.ng ion "Fur the Beauty of
A dainty., party plate carrying
their regular supper program meet- ett was a tea guest,
Smith Enna White. Betty Fisher. the Earth": Re:get/ere y.Mrs. Hee.• out the Valenti
ne motif was sere's
, ing at 6
• • • ••
o'clock in the club room
. Mary - Katherine Nichole. Tommy ris: sentence prayers by the group: ecl by the 'hostess
es. There was with
Mrs. A. 0. Woods, Mrs. B. F. Mother's Club Meets .at
Clark, Harriet Lucille Arey„ Joe Missionary topic, ...sWidening
_
the a large number present.
Training School
Bezry Mee_ Lula Farmer and Mrs.._ was •ntsThe
Trainin
Schnell
g
Mother'
s
Dan Hart as hostesses.
and Richarsi - Otto, Auld Craig 'cussed 'by
le
.
y Mrs. Bun Crawford. Mrs. Beale Compliments BMWs
Club
met in . regular session
Methaney.. _
Mrs. Douglass. NW-Marion CrawGuest
Wednesday afternoon in the art
'.5.,
• • s
Surd. and Mre. Rudd.
Mrs. Rue Beale entertained mem.
room at the school with Mrs. Wade I
Mrs. Harris mid Barbara' Nell bers of- her sewing club and sev- elusion of the game repeated the Crawford, chairman, presiding.
.- Missionary Society Meets Witt
Valentine motif. - •
- A piano and -violin saumber was
eereal refresiairiPtse _
•
1 ties . Monday
;
11161.1gaimess
eGuests.--ineedditrart-to smem
Joe -Wayne aiia Miles
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of Mrs. Melugin's sister, Mrs. man out of Shelby county, Tenn..
Bob Turnbow Spent the week- to our people. Brq. A. M. Hawley
Mary Jones of Hardin.
was a visitor in Murray Sunday
end,. in Paducah with .1. T. Hall. and Mrs.- -Hawley attended the
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Langston afternoon.
Mr. arid Mrs. Grover Dunn, of funeral services which were conMrs. Boyd Gilbert was the guest
• Mr. and Mrs. Alvin McRee and
and daughter, Betty Bryan, of
.s
war' Puryear spent Saturday in ducted by Bro. Hawley. Burial .
child! sii, Cloie, Joy Love, Music
patients admitted to the -.William
Nashville attended the funeral Sunday of her son-in-law and
We are...exceedingly glad to have
Hazel as the guests of their son was in klatterree Cemetery, near
Those of the medtcal staff of the
Sunday ef Mr. Lariestou's grand- daughter. Mr. and Mrs -Floyd Graf- Mr. Lassiter back with-ste this week Faye. and ...Jerry, Mr. and Mrs. Mason Memorial Hospital during Earl Dunn, and Mrs. Dunn and
Om in Mayfield. Returning eaely.
Mouth of Sandy.illiam Menton Memorial Hospital
Dem, y Roberts attended church the fast "week:
mother, Mrs. Mary Jones ol Har- In
daughter.
the afternoon, she was hostess after a week's illness. Because of
Rube Alto, who lives one Mile
ho are 'attending the Mid-South din.
at Morning Shade Baptist church
Miss
_
Mary
Lambert.
Murray,
with her husband to Mr, and Mrs. an attack of flu and sore throat
Miss Jewell HAIL who has been north of Hazel, is confined to his.
est Graduate Assembly being
Sunday.
Orton Hamby, Benton, Mrs. J. B. in Nashville
Noah Parks, Detroit, Mich., Pr- W. B. Taylor, of Barlow, who spent
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he was unable to be at school last
sld in Memphis are: Drs. Ed and rived in Murray Saturday of last
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the night with them,
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The Rev. and Mrs. A. M. Hawtherine ,Fisher, Tuesday and Week to spend two weeks with
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ley visited relative; near Concord
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events of the year,
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Dora, Dona. Nell, Sue, and lspyce
T 0. TURNER
Sunday.
could-- complirrasi1erlab--17f--Morris. 011ie atom, F,arl Wilson,
off the state -debt-ktd-- reducing a
1$-ThebottleshipMelnewas
Noah Wilson and daughter. Dortha.
few tax asuriFeres-tista-weiesput en
s,unk cot Hcriana. 1898.
Mr. and Mrs. A: W. Simmons and
ree-liony the--easite- debt; also that he
daughter. Sibyl. Mr. and Mrs. Otis
will unite the Democrats of the
111-King Tutankhamen's
• weather and FOR SALE-Lespedeza seed, re- Falwell and baby. Ceylon Jackson;
Despite bad.
tomb was opened. 1921
state recognizing. goOd men in all
Cliffora Farris, Mr. and Mrs. Don
sickness it seems'tnat our students cleaned.
Also lespedeza hay.
factions will save the narly_lor_..a.
re miming -back tosschool. We are priced right. R. M. Miller, Phone Nix, Mr. and Mrs. Wells Nix and.
united - figtit in' the next year's glad to see the intense interest
• 17-Flist ship Passed through
lp son Ben.
28DJ.
the Suez Canal. 1867.
•
presidentialsfiehi. .that some are taking in school
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar St. John
-I. am for Alben _W. Barkley to. work. When it.seems possible that HAY FOR SALE-Good red clover visited Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Wil'I
15-Mania Luther. loader of
have,the instructioa-s- of. Kentucky the high waters may keep some and Red-Top. , 0. V. aldwell. son and baby Sunday.
German Reformation,
oce,
deed. 1546.
delegation, _becauSe he has been away from school, they take pre- Murray. Route fr
Flap
Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Farris and
stay
preventative
and
caution
al_n
spoken of as a Maldrial rigtire-arid
daughter, Dot, spent Sunday with
because he has 'been true and all night this side of the water LOST-One mechanical. 4-wheel Mrs Add Farris and family at
Freeland, who is very ill in the
boundry.
-Was
taken
from
near
car
jack.
faithful to his .Zrganization and
Mason hospital and "Uncle Dave"
_is. _a _sueek_Ilt _get-to-gether College. Color green. Belongs Cherry Corner.
.gamed' • tot as a leader.
Jewel
Norman
preached
a
Bro.
with the students for our six-weeks
Bucy, who is so badly burned, will
Whiteway D-X Service Station.
agree with Barkley - or. the Presi- tests are coming up and they want
Rewardaoffered for return. Noti- splendid sermon at New Provi- soon be well again.-Poop-Deckdent on some policies"hutthat' is. ta be as belga as they can with
fy J. R. -Williams at Whiteway dence Church of Church to a large Pappy.
their view. andll .accord them or. eathother before test time
Station.
lp crowd Sunday afternoon.
any -other citizen the right that I' Some of, us grow .old and don't
- Mrs. Gracie Morris waited Mrs.
Consolette. J. N. Johnson Sunday afternoon.
take ins' self to handle a public realize it until we are put to the PIANOS trust as I believe .. it. and ,Caila test. Last Thursday morning as Mr. Musette are sold exclusively by
Miss Ethel Robertson called oe
-compromise with sa Puhlie_ trust_ Baugh was coming to school' he W. E. Dye. Paducah,,Ky. See us Mrs. May Grubbs Friday.
Miss Lucille Clayton spent Sunwhen I have been 'fared to sit- foundsa small stream of water had before you buy. Our low prices
Mint Alice Robertson visited day night with Miss Lavern Like.
and
he
had
to
rely
be
swollen
some
M30p
rnay'- will astonish. you.
Mils Clarice Gamblin visited
-render-.-, Psi
-Vire staitkrs.
•
Mrs. Ben Linville Friday afternoon
On- hiss ability to jump it. He did
kicked abolsts like a -football but 'jump and when it was over he FOR. RENT-a roonss or. entire also Riley 'Wilson called on the Miss Ella Be Parker Saturday night.
and'Sunday.
...
main
, floor. also 2 upstairs rooms.
.
not SP with 'a public trust.
found that he Was in the stream l
quilt pieced
.....•._
.
Marshall Clayton and daughters,
ready abo
N utthIstof, March. Men •Linvilles, delivering a
' up to about his knees. It seemed ./`
given
by
and
a
sheet
rid
mined
s
Dortha Gene and Tommie Faye.
lc
15th St_
Tune. or
to have helpedhim to get his feet '
the ladies of that community which_ were Sunday evening callers of
wet as his cold has beerr better as:
R SALE-LESPEDKZA Seed. were` greatly appreciated.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Parker.
since thatthat time.
Common. Tennessee 76. Sweet
Forest McCullet spent Sunday
Miss Lola McCuiston is visiting
hrght-swIth Ma. and' Mrs. Conway
Clover: and XOrean. High Teat: Mr. and felts. L
-- - Jackson and-Acildren.
e family this week.
- feated the Hazel High quintet last Hs T. Waldrop, Murray. Xy.
.
Gamblin visited
Me. and Mrs. Otis Falwell and' bliss Clarice
Thursday 'night in a hard fought
school
'Monday.
P,uryear
HENT-.T-room fu ashed baby visited Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
f
start to finish. Tbe sec- FOR game from
Gus Gamblin is digging Burton
apartment.
Private
e . trance,
ond teem that lost to Hazel last
of Hazel Sat- Boyd a Well this 'week. .
misled
I private bath: hot wa : built-in Outland and family
tenteturned
turn- urday night and Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Miss Eva Grey Boyd is.Splending
features its.kitchen. - Garage furn,""berielk_
ing value or Tefikatev
r and detrick 3'
oniLthe lanky
a few days with her sister, Mrs. ished. H. E. WaW400 S. 4th Sts, Linvale_ siindey
cause it is on excellent high , seated:diem la* A. laFgo-aosire. - - ,Phone 328-3. •
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Buchanan Chester Canady.
•
lp
Our hdyS will return the game
Miss Robie Lee Jackson spent
protein feed fpr growing with Lynn Grove Tuesday night' STANDINGS".- 5-year-old Stud and children spent Monday night
Sunday
night
with
Miss
Brenda
with Mr. and Mrs. George Lin, - which we hope will- be a good Horse
and fattening hogs.„
ed: "Diamond Dick". ville and Dot.
May Clayton.
game.
.
and 6- ar-old Jack named "Black
Mason Barnhill visited James
Mr. and Mrs. Dee Lamb. of NashTom". These will make the sea- ville, were week-end guests of Laid Jackson Sunday night.
We offer for sale Wayne
Lucille. Clayton spent the day
at Jesse Gibbs & Son, Five their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Widest range of patterns in bed
Supplement, room suite, in (allostay County.,'aPoints.
Monday with her grandparents, Mr.
Hog
40”:,
F23p
Lamb and family.
and Mrs, Mow,Clayton.
which is a Mineralized and (R.%-.s URNITURE CO.
Edgar and Aubrey Adams deMyrtle Lee` Lamb visited her
FOR RENT-My home, with six
rooms, modern conveniences. Only livered totraceo at Mayfield Fri- sister. Mrs. Virgil Clayton, and
Balanced Hog Feed that we
family Monday night.
two 'squares from town. on North day.
believe will
Mrs. Sudie Swor visited Mr. and
J. T. McElrath F23p
Fifth St.
Here's hoping we don't have
many more big' rains. Our, bus Mrs. Prenice Sykes Saturday night.
FOR SALE-1 30-horse power elecload of school children had' to and Sunday.
tric motor; also one No. 2 J-B
Mts. Annie Mae Peterson returncome home by way of Pursgeor
congood
Mill.
both
in
ed home Saturday night from MisHammer
Supple.
Tankage where the
•
Thursday Clark's River was ?,) sissippi.
dition. -Will sell together of
l
ment is not
high. and Mr. Alexander liacri;
Annie Frances Swor, Naomia
separately. Prices reasonable. See
that.
his
route
at
part
of
wive off
Newport and Dolley Burcklecy visCurd. Hazel.
1sturray.
spent
Linn.
-01
Porter
'
ited Ella Be Parker Sunday evet
"
FOR RENT 6 room house. -on S. part of last week_ with Mr. and ning_.
Mrs_ Mary Parker helped her
f
15th. 1 block from college, new-' Mrs. 3, L. Linn.
- Is'decorated this tatsek: bath. hat Mrs. Gracie Morris gave a quilt- sister, Mrs. Ray Crank, In hog killwater, new garage. See Gregg ing Monday afternoon, quilting a ing Monday.
Mrs. Marion Parker and children
We Sell All Kinds of Feed Miller. Murray.
quilL_Unt Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Linspent Monday with Mrs. Cale
STREAMLINED 1939 WRECKER ville. Those helping were:
h Phone 441-17th and W. Main
.
Parker.--Mocking Bird.
Buying t resni at Old Ire- 'Cream SERVICE. New -equipment. 24- Mabel Collins, Mrs. Hardy Wilson.
Telephone 101
Wrec
dependable
fast.
hour.
Plant on East main
. Lula Tidwell. Mrs. Edgar
Big showing in odd beds (Woad
Service. Charges reasonable. Day Lamb. Mrs. David Harmon. mrs.
or metali springs and mattresses.
97:...Night phone' 543-W. Mabel Steen and Mrs. Morris.
CRASS FURNITURE CO.
Porter Motor Co. Chevrolet Sales These quilts pieced and ,given by.
tf
•
•
Service.
and
the friends are greatly appreciated.
hoping to hear Mrs. Ada
We are
s
FOR RENT-Good farm, well improved. Renter must have team.
tools, feed, and labor to handle
60 to 70 acres crop. Post Office
Box , 247, Telephone 259-1, MurNice Fla. Oranges. doz. 10c and 12.e
Flap
_
ray. Ky.
20c
Large Oranges, doz.
R. E. KELLEY, Owner
.
_ 10c
_Nice Turnips. 4 lbs.
FOR SALE-376 acre Farm: 325
No. 2 Cans Tomatoes or Corn
acres in cultivation. 250 acres in
Houses.-2 for
_ 15e
-driver. grass and Jolts
55e
Best Flour, 24 lbs.
10c
barns and fences in good condi- Lynn Grove's Best Flour, 24 lbs. 55c Large No. 2% Can Peaches
California __ s_ - 12,Se, 15c or lac
tion. Located 8 miles northeast Heinz Oven Baked Beans With
mite
of faint:en_ _Ky
Evaporated Prunes, 3 lbs. ____ 25e
Pork. 14 oz. can 11c; 12 oz. can Sc
from gravel highway, county highT
Sc
Small Size, lb.
Tissue; It's
Charmin
Toilet
Sun Dried Apples, lb.
/1.0e
4'school and . church. L. H. Bar25c
Roil
'Carton
Borated,
4
Flay & Son. Arlington. Ky--.4rM2r
Nice Country Apples. lb.
12,
see
Carey Cleaning Tissue, 200 in
5e, 4 lbs. -15e
10e Finest Rice. lb. _
Nice Self-Serving Box
FOR BENT-IDiCeorri heatie in ColBest Inspected Pere Lard,
lege Addition. All conveniences. Mineral Oil, Reliable Brand,
$4.25
60 lb. can'
See Neis Waggoner. Murray. lc` Large 16 oz. Bottle
Sic
4 lb. Carton/ 35c 8 lb. Bucket 76c
LOST-Black leather bill-fold' con- St. Joseph Pentro Setae for Chest
Lard in Bulk, lb 8_
gacColds and Coughs, Reg. 25e'
taining $13- in bills. `a- ten and
,
• 25c
5 lb. Carton Fancy Oats
:
.1 1-threes ones: social security caret,
Size
19c
4c
_and drisers' license. Lost some-...grapefruit, 2 tor
Sc 1 Balk Chicken Oats, lb.
-Feb. Feb. Feb. Mar. Mar.
_ 50e
'24 lbs. Red Bird Floor .
,Pkg. Mirseal Bird Seed, Pkg.
where in Murray Monday. puss
20
23
27 , 3
6
basement of courthouse.
it:ay in
‘
24 lbs. Queen of West Flour-__ 60c
Song Restorer Gravel and Bill
800 400 650
Reward for return. Curtis WilA...10c Plate or Cup and Saucer
oissenessee.ait
Lee
_ •
-- 260-Sidii,--"Milittaa• -try.s Itsoas 2. --- assa
Eree'liVith 1 1.h. Fine aleirlesi
5e
Large Box Puffed Wheat
Buff Rocks
500
25c
Coffee
FOR RENT-Two front bed-rooms 4 Bexes Jello Padding
. 300
Buff Orpingtons
lac
with private entrances. Rent teas- 2 cans No. 2 t'orn
15c 3 lbs.' Nice -Popcorn
12'ic
White Wyandottes
finable. Can also rent one up- Oranges, Nice and Juicy, dog
12c Alaska Seed Peas, lb.
Imported Mustard and Turnip
..75
stairs room for bed-room or Sugar, 10 lbs,
R. I. Reds
700
30c
kitchen. Bathroom-On both floorsss„ Super Suds, Large Red Box
Seeds, lb. .
so
25
so ...
White Giants
Sc
For further information see Miss *swell House Coffee, lb.
White Austerlarps
45
lifie All Kinds Vegetable Seed, pkg. 5c
Alpha' McGotigh at 311 North Fresh Oysters, Chespeake Bey.
'White J OW 1 Meat, lb.
Columbia Wyandottes 45 .
Country Jowl, Smoked, Na Bone,
Fifth 41,,,,an Wednesday or Sat.
32e
Pint
R.
days
urday, • or -oft other
after
lae
Whole or Half lb.
•- Al
Shoulder. Whole, "b.

I
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. MR,F.ARMER:
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yourself ..to be-- Do notinallow
regard to the _feed-

1

more ECIODEEICIENEICII111
produce titters.
and
healthier
thrifty
-However, we recommend B 0 G fa/ES S I
PRODUCE
used east
encourof it ,AIGHEST
more more
towillfeedvesult
__ssge_..yon_
it
- because
in
Market Prices For
profit for you.
Poultry and Eggs
ROSS FEED CO.

1

te

airs.
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Swann's Grocery

Murray Hatchery.
QUALITY CHIC}CS_

From Blood-Tested Flocks
Murray, KyLeghprns $7.50 Rer 100

'

24-Phones--25

Phone 156-We Deliver
1301 W. Main St.
Yukon's

_

The Following Chicks for Sale
S8.5Q.Per Hundred

•..

Square Deal Grocery

1

BOOK YOUR ORDER TODAY

Barred Rocks

150
SSO•• 200'.--.1.-S0
800
200
200 150
175
375 300' 656
-50 .

I. Whites

475
275
...

METHODIST CRUNCH NOTES

time" at Paris at 7:30. Make your
plans to go and see -to it that your

Sunday, February 19, 1939

children likewise go. It will be a
meeting worth while.
We hope for the lull cooperation
of the church'In. tbis Youth's Crusade. 'Help us all you can. We welcome any stranger to our church
and to our services.
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor.

The pasto? will preach at the
morning worship hour, 10:50 o'clock
on, "First Things First.: from the
text, "but make me thereof a little cake first and bring it to me,
and then make for thee and thy
son." I Kings, 17.13. This is a remarkable statement.
At the eVening worship hour,
7:15 o'clock, the pastor will preach
on "Cast Thy Bread Upon the
Waters" from the text, "Cast thy
bread II/Yon-the waters: for thou
shalt find it after many days."
Ecclesiastes II:1.
All of us wash to thftikthat goodness will- have its reward in the
future and this will be the theme
of the sermon.
We would urge all parents not to
send but to bring their children
to the Sunday school, for the Sunday school has its message of worship and instructinn for those 'of
all ages. Any household makes a
mistake when any oi its memberShip is absent Darn Sunday school.

-0. BEECH, Prep.

CHURCH OF CHRIST

c

Notice is hereby given that all
persons holding' claims against the
estate of the late J. R. Hayes,
please file them with Eimine
Hayes, adrninistratEix, by March 1,
1939. at her home, RS R..4. Murray. or foever be barred from
Signed.
rmine
sum'
Hayes,
adininistpitrix; February 151 1939.

-

Lcrd's Day: Bible Study at 9:45
Just arrived, Mg assortment of
a. m.. worship 'at 10:50 a. in. and
any size). Special
,wool rugs
7:15 p. m..
Wednesday: Prayer meeting at prices. CRASS FURNITURE CO.
7 p. m.
The morning sermon topic will
Washington county farmers havella,
be. "The Divine Touch". "What Is organized a dairy club to promote
_Good With Youth?", will' be the dairying in the count*
topic at the evening service.
We appreciate the fact that our
crowds have been large of _late.
notwithstanding the epidemic of
We extend a hearty
i 1fluen
invitation
pwithtiz
sa_ to all who will worship
-C. L. Francis, Minister
,
inners
if yp
oa
rinfgaim
l'touretw
see oar
u

SPECIAL
CIhhe
L
lose
money. CRASS FU
FURNITURE CO.
.

rI

Decide for
Yourself . • •

rt

01

di

-

What the Service
Shall Cost You
_

'el
se
St

_
Firm in the belief
See Our -8441a1 high back cane that the family knoos
find a wonderful means of &
opment in their own meetings at rocker at $3.25. t'RASS FURNI- better than we could
possibly know, we sug6:30 each -Sunday evening. Your TURE CO.

at

The,children and .ylaW' people

tii
de
to
ad
to

use
We PayPrices
Highest
Market
For •
mean* towers
POULTRY,
and CREAM
MURRAY The
Churchill
H.
J.
PRODUCE CO
eral
Home
East Maple (Depot) St.
iiilinni•••••••

' their own decision PeFut field of service in this meet1.11111111111111111111111.11111 sardine the cost of
ing.
funeral.
Particularly do we urge all parWe serve within the
ents to see to it that their children
from 12 to 25 years of age are
familsas
EGGS,
affordedsan opportunity to attend
the Youth's Crusade Meeting at
Sincerely.
Paris on Monday night, February
20, at the Methodist church in
Paris. We plan to have 100 of our
fine young people from Murray at
Ups- meeting.'We will need 20 ears
arty tnis" rine DUnen OT youngTelephone 7
sters, Leaving the church at 6:30
Murray Ky.
Monday evening, to arrive "on

CO

CS

CO

•
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Come in and Help us SELL-E-BBATE . . Four Years 01d and still Crowing.
We- want to express our appreciation of your Valued Patrdnage with these an
nive
sale

0

Gr
ha

to atplease
prices.
Weandalways
you&andCarson's.
we feetYour
-tharyou
sray trive
freshest
foods
;
Tolley
the
best
busialwaysVt
can
ness is-always appreciatecL Come in and Save Money.
,
A ?
REAL
-OLEO NUT Pound 1 Unc
ORANGES
96 Size 28_c_i_FLOUR Lynn Grolvi:. Best 5 c t.
-U--I'
'a
sTiny
Tim
2
Ncoa
.
n2
s
25c
PEAS
BANANAS
24c 1
CABBAGE 1° Li's-- 25 -BACON 1S iced,
NEW POTATOES 7oia. isc WAX
,.
-,_ .i.° Rnidnd.
- PAPER
RET:r.h TOMATOES lair SALAD DRESSING
- Cii--23c- I.
_
That Good COFFEE L.2Z
Pure, 4Carton.
lb. 37c
P-ingctinger_
PINK SALMON
10c DRY SALT BUTTS
icleal;VR PICKLES Lg.r IT HEAVY MOLT ---23`
CATSUP "Size 19c LAMP-CHIMNEYS No7c

'tin
on

wEl

tn(

COI

211:2Size

10c

Sr

-an
Jo

;:z. 15
NirrulT,
"

tiv
on

RI

gri

F
r tw
sh

lb. 9c.

Heinz

We Want to Buy Fresh Eggs and Nice Hams

ss

LEY & C
as

Phone 37

.
S

Fctod Market
4,47,eizaa.7'
.4

We Deliver

FARMERS, SELL YOUR TOBACCO ON THE MURRAY TOBACCO MARKET
,Grade For Grade It Will Bring More Money Here! Just Compare the
Average Price Per Grade and See For Yourself
The Murray Market has had the highest average for several years in the Weitern District. In 1938 it lead the Western District in Pounds Sold. There are as many _or
more Contract Buyers on the Murray Market as any in the District, and the only market on which both the Big Snuff Companies are represented. Bring Your. Tobacco
•
Here. Do Not Be Misled.

Phone 475--East of R. R. Opposite Depot

MURRAY LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

.4ACK. FARMER, Manager

'.( Pbone 337

Just South Curt Square; Opposite Postoffice BUNNIE FARRIS, Mgr.
'•
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W. E. Sparks Store
is Remodeled Here
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday. Afternoon February 46, 1939

Warner Pays for Crime in Chair

year in Calloway
a
Orayes,Hen.
Marshall.
ry and Stewart Co-untles.
a year elsewhere
1
the State of Kentucky.
year - to any address.
other than above.

$1.00

$ .50

$2.00.

Volume CVII; N

155 Persons Show Farm Program to
Magill to Speak
FSA Rehabilitation Loans Are
Be
Discussed
at
Positive Tests in
to Berry Farmers
Explained by Area Supervisor
- Princeton 'Meet
TB Examinations The Agricultural. Conservation State Horticulturist to Be in MurG. C. Dyer, rural rehabilitation

JDDYVILLE, PRISON, Feb. 16-Sylvester Warner was executed
Prilray morning shortly after midnight, in the same electric chair to
Former Ryan Establishment Begins which he had seen 25 others take the last walk.
Grand Opening Sale Tomorrow;
He died without the customary religious singing service which he
ray Monday. February 20,
supervisor for the Farm Security
To Continue Saturdai,
Administration, outlined in detail
had heard so Many times, hoping until the end that a last minute tele- Of- This Number, Only 83 program for this year, the farm
at 3 O'clock
outlook, results of limestone and
loday the actual purpose and
phone call from Goireinor A. r.:.. Chandler would unser his sentence
Take
X-Ray
Diagnosis;
workings of the prograth'.-'
-phosphate tests, the making of bets
The W. E. Sparks drygoods store, commuted to life
W. W. Magill, state horticulturimprisonment. He had requested that the singing "be ,
Local Unit Aids
ler pastures, and cattle feeding,
Dyer Ss' in the Murray WPA ofwhich . recently rats been underist, will discuss strawberry 'care
omitted.
are some of the subjects to be disgoing 'complete refurnishing and
Ezra Rachlin. outstanding 'pianist. fice in conference with farmers
and current perishable fruit probThe county health- department cussed at the eighth annual
Warner was hoping for life, but prepared' to die when he received
every Monday morning.
short lems
remodeling, will stage its grand
will
be presented in a program
in
meetings
in
Calloway
According to the area supervisor,
announced Tuesday that out of course at the Western
Kentucky county
opening sales tomorrow and SatTr- the•lethal electric shocks at State Prison here. "If thissis the way the
the
Comsecond
which
of
is
the
Monday.
the puriese of the organization is
1,304 tests for 'tuberculosis given Experiment Substation at PrinceLord wants me to go. I am willing to go," he .said.
day, its owner said today.
to
help farm owners. tenants.
"
series,
concert
on February
In .the mornilig at 9:30, the state munity
The prisoner's last chance for a reprteve was lost- Thursday after- to Calloway county residents, most- ton February 23-24.
An entirely new front with tall
fruit stieeialist will speak to grow- 20. in the Murray College audi- sharecroppers, and farm laborers
ly
college
'positive
students.
155
_Other subjects on the program
who need financing to grdtarbeek
glass (Replay features broadens the noon when, after he was examined by four physicians, Warden Jess
reactions resulted. Of this,number, include tobacco arid fruit diseases. ers of the PalestSne: comm'unity: torium.
-- -.on their feet. To receive such
scope of the store front from the ,Buchanan denied him a sanity hearing. He was examined in the prison
at
1
James
o'cliack
Merton,
he
will
who
appear
presented
at
the
only 83 had theres
seives further ex- strawberry growing and orchard
aid. a -farnik muat be able to own
streets Inside, the walls and ceiling .hospital by Dr. Edward Davenport and Dr. Helen B. Rogers of Western
Blakely; and at 3 o'clock he will first program cf ibis series, met I or to rent land oir.'which to make
amined by means of X-ray.
management. Ben Kilvres execuare bright with attractive decora- State Hospital, Hopkinsville; Dr. D. J. Travis, the prison physienan,
greataddress-approval
C-a+leway
here,
and
connty
a living.
straw-wilt/n charge of the eicaininatforif tive secretary of the.
Kentucky
tions and paint. Three entirely new and Dr. H. H. Woodson of Eddyville. It was the first
ry farmers as
whole in the Murrayans are looking forward to • •The loans are made -for periods
time Warner had were Dr. John B. Floyd, State di.
Farm
Bureau' Federation, will
departments-the millinery, ready- been out of the death
circuit courtroom in Murray.
house since he was confined ,there on February rector of tuberculosis work; De
- the appearance of flachlin. ' of frzm one to five years. dependspeak on "This Business of Farmto-wear, and shoe departments- 17, 1934.
ing on the purpose for which it is
He will be introduced at each
The physicians said he was of sound mind.
L. E. Smith, executive secretary of ing:" and Dean Thomas P. Cooper
uSed. Money loaned to purchase
add to the accommodatory features
of his speaking engagements by
the
Kentucky
AssoTuberculosis
livestock or machinery might be
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Mid-week meeting every Wedspent all day with Mrs. Anna Jones
Mr. Richard Hudson Jr., 9f Paris claims' for job insurance on com- to prayer and worship. This ser- Garland Avenue, Detroit, if any nesday evening at 7 o'clock. This
and Bell Enoch Friday.
missions from other States, placing mon," he stated, "will deal with
Miss Inez Byars spent last week will represent the youth view their claims with Itinerant Ex- the question of the practical- times of you singers (paging John Key midway • meeting is for all the
members, their families, friends
and part of this wttli Mrs. J. C. point.
aminer Clyde Lester. who is in of prayer." The services will be- happen to remember the song.
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and neighbors.
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The church extends a -cardial inMrs. Lettie Lee Jones hds beeh
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ill with flu,
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Mrs. Oma Pogue is ill at this
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heart—hi his first forbidEdward and Trafford
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stroll on Flirtation Wolk!
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were over at Mr. and Mrs. Payton
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Harold Wilson spent Sunda},
WILTED
night with Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Thomas and baby son.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Thomas
spent Sunday With Mr.. Thomas'
gkas44.4r(„Siircsaitreetstirs
sister, Mrs.' Raymond Hutson. and
Mrs. Mary Jones. Hardin, who
Mr. Hutson and children.
would have been 91 years old in
Bill Dick West spent the weekAugust, died of hearttrouble Sat-'
end with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Morurday at the home of her daughris and childrv.
ter. Mrs. Ellen Putnam. Funeral
LOUIS HAYWARD • TOM DROWN
services were ,conducted Sunday at
RICHARD CARLSON
_
WITHERSPOON PALLBEARERS the Putnam home, and burial follettair
JOAN FONTAINE • ALAN CURTIS
Pallbearers at the funeral of Miss lowed in the Perry cemetery nears
Katie With-iiiiiaion7lerio was buried by.
at Old Salem cemetery a week ago
Mrs. Jones was the mother, of
Monday. .were Jesse Wells Lassis Mrs. Putnam, Mrs. L. L. Langston.
CHESTER
ter, Daniel McKee'. Willie Bland. Hardin; and Harvey Jones. of
Herbert Fan-is, Noel Curd, and Brewers. She was the aunt of
Buford Houston.
Clifford 'Melugin, of this city.

Ezra Rachlin to
Give Concert in
Piano Music Here

F.

Destiny of the Nation
_ -

500 Young People ' Commission Gives
o Be in ME Meet Funds--to Jobeless

Lynn Grove

Havens To Discuss
Prayer • les ion

ROBERT J. WILLIAMS

INCOME TAX ACCOUNTANT

Negro Singers .to _Appear In Program
of P-TA Monday

Phone 475 for Appointment

Scattered News

RSITY

TODAY and FRIDAY

FUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

presents

'Walter *anger

No girl ever tried harder NOT
to fall in Love!
...

CI

•__

/4 ,
Production
Garnett

Tay

Mrs. Mary Jones
Dies in Hardin_

SATURDAY ONLY

• THE DUNE or WEST POINT

PITOL

1111••••

SATURDAY and SUNDAY

Sparkling eyes ... Clean Skin .. .
Bright Teeth .. . Energy .. .These Are
The Signs of Youthful Beauty . . .

McLAGLEN
MORRIS
"Mak k\N\k°
ALAN HALE
BARRY F

SUNDAY and MONDAY

p

nI

lAllf T

Famous Author Immortalized a Dairy?

Charles Dickens made a habit of eisiting a dairy in Duke's
Mad, Euston, each morning for a glass of milk. This claim
which Dickens immortalized in "The Qld Curiosity Shop,"
Is Still doing businesa in the same place.

GAYNOR

DGAR atitif.DY
i

BILLY GILBERT
BEAM% RIME
SILOS)
SPANKS lascf
BEAVERS
1.0 sr

YOUNG
HEART
WM.•KR.° C.110111
V.515 flY STLIHL,0".,

Murray Milk Products Co:-

_
HER ERT'S

ir
4

re.1.11a

litlECN II'COLOR
Frank WIGAN • Ray BOLGER
Mormon* Mischa AUER
Nowa SING
Regiadd GARDINER

(SMITH

GOIRRD

SCOUTS TO THE RESCUE NO. 7
and CARTOON

ALSO

5.111ORT
SUBJECTS

COPY FADED
1
ass.

A

AND
HOW
THEY
SING!
"Pretty AeA
Picture"
"On Parade"
"Madernopelle•"
nWooJ Vioes"
..orAn rand lhaa.
Nests-Fr ntelod#,,

SEIM" imt1.64•0“•1•..••••

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT MILK?
What

'EDDY

WENDY BARRIE

IF you follow nature's own best- food menu . . .
Milk.--Srmburst PaSteurized MBk Is essential if you
want to retain yoUr natural beauty. Drink it daily
and, look better. Order a quart a day for each
member
of....Yo.Ur tam iiY
_

1

Hat-waving news! Your
Sweetheartsof—iong in their
first -modern romance!
M-G-M's first Technicolor
picture.:.and its grandest entertnment!VictorHerbert's
freest love-songs! Specie- Laughs! Thrills!

WITH

A THREE-RING RIOT OF
LAUGHS AND HEART-THROBS!

That Will Stay With You
Throughout The Years,

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY

•
•-•

•
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1939,-

Mrs. Hester Will
Railroads Give Concessions
Serve on Committee
In Rates to Fair Travellers
of Registrars in N.Y.

Sweethearts at West Point

lint 27.000
' .000 Po
Sensational))
'und-C'e9rta,low "grand-circle" York _World's Fair and return to
Mrs. Ciao Gillis Hester, registrar
stopped off to see
month • or approxitnateTy °TOO per
of Murray 'State College, has re- railroad fares, affording an oppor- hinheme. having
America's scenic wonders
cent over- len .
Internatienal
•
cently been asked to. seeee pn ap tunity te see both the New York many of
transportetion cost as
• NEW YORK. Feb_ 16-BUSI- organizations as . Clark Equipment Nickel announces it is opening Up
important committee on "Round and the San Francisco World's -ail at a
low as $90. On these grand-circle
NESS-Developments in the re- Company. Aluminum Company- of new ore deposits for immediate
Table for New Registrars* at the fairs, as well as to visit many
trips, passengers will terve! from
taiatrade continue to highlight the America. Westinghouse. General development . . ..neapaeity of steel
rekintrars' meeting in New York points of ,scentc interest through6300 to more than 10000 miles by
favorable comparison between the Electzec- and B. F. Goodrich Corn- industry for production-of ingots
City on
This meeting out the country, will be inaugurail, depending on the starting
rated
Pettey,
present ootiook and the drastic paneehive put into a'new sac..$ór and steel for castings rase to 73.on April
.1.• J.
will be a parf of the Convention
point and the route selected."
shrinkage that was under wan a the BMT lines results of- a $5.000,- 061.569 gross tout M 1934, the highof American' Association of Col- prestdent of the AsSociatiell of
Grand-circle tickets will go on
year ago. Motorists are 'ttanking.fO
program. Stream- est on record . . General Motors
legiate Registrars, to be held April American Railroads, announced toup" more frequently than last year, lined, air conciRtosied. alumatunt- reports sales of Chevrolets in.
day. The new grand-circle fares sale April 28, and can be pur% with -gasoltneenonsementlan-chased until October 28. 1939: Mr.
--sod 31 Iser cent-trt January over
regts-eit and MarrareffeeetlIe-iww
The chairman of the committee are the fiest of thetr -kind tn the
Pettey said. They will be good'
tering a 7 per cent increase. car rides 'on a - unique rubber 1938 . . . Looking over the earnis the registrar from Iowa State history of American railroads and
months from date et
Milady. .and her male admirers, spregg . and is cushionel through- ings reports: higher-Canada Dry.
College In Ames. Iowa, Besides represent a substantial reduction tow two
issuance.
from
standard
rates.
. arc paying more attention to cos- out eeftle .1-10th.r -lather -offic1 Irving Air Cenitaelower-Standard
Mrs. Hester, .those who will serve
In edditien to these grand-circle
tume jewelry in 1939. their pur- say the -efficiency and econrixtx ,ket3 Brands. - American Brake -Shoe &
Under this unique,- plan an Indion the committee are the regiachases running between 15 and the new car may cause other Foundry.
trers from Miami University, Ox- vidual can purchase a grand-circle tickets, special round-trip fares to
tOs.•
two expositions will
20 'pera-emse-shead
f .18,38 with cities besides New York. Chicago.
ford, O.: Goucher College. Balti- coach ticket for $90. or a first- each of the
railroads, Mr.
necklaces and earrings leading the Philadelphia and Boston to -conmore, Md.: University. of Buffalo; class ticket for $135 plus the reg- be'offered by all the
Parade. Purchasing power climbs aide? raped transit as a SUillt.1011
Bucknell College. Lewisburg, Pa. ular sleeping or parlor car charges Pettey' added.
steadily with the ,result that retail mass transportation problems
fur space occupied. These greatly
trade in February en expected to
CARD OF THANKS
reduced fares apply from all cities
POWER
ON
THE
'FARM
be -about 10 per' cent above last
THINGS TO WATCH FOR- ' The ticactice teacher,
and towns in the United States.
he
t
We wish to thank the *friends
DEMANDS ALERT FARMER
year and even higher in industrial New leavening agent. known as MUSIC' ela/bleti presented a program
Purchasers of grand-circle tick- and neighbors of our sister and
V-90. promising lighter biscuits. in chapel Monday. February 13.
Sections.
aunt. Mrs. Katie Paschall, who
The mechanization of many farm ets may travel from their homes
smoother
cakes . . . Asbestos InclUded were -a 'baritone solo, a
were so kind to her during her
operations dejrnands alert farmer- to the World's Fair at New York,
WASHTNTON-With a deficit of gloves, similar to these long used piece) .salie and several numbers
Dr. Jones for his
meeratcrs with good judipnene the thence to the Golden Gate Interna- brief illness; also
.$219727000.000 'staring the Treasury by industrial 'workers, handling by the Men's quartet of the coluntiring
efforts and careful attentional Exposition at San Francisco
United
States
Department
of
Agririvets and hot castings, for roast- lege.
In the face for the year en
culture finds. A new Department and back to the starting point, tion and the ones who watched
Jenie-80. or three times the deficit ing hot-dogs at the campfire or
The debate team emerged vieover her, day and night. We thank
bulletin-Mechanizing
the
Corn without retracing of routes. Or
in the last fiscal year. legislative fur protection • in the kitchen tormussfrorn the toughest week on
Harvest-prepared by the Bureau the traveler may go to the Pacific each one who contributed to the
'tax experts are cisting about for against hot pots and pans ... Pho- their schedule' Tuesday they deof Agriculture Engineering and Coast first, thence to New York beautiful floral offering. We apeinwee-sources. of income. They nograph record renewer, a liquid feated LACenter, last year's disand return to the starting point. preciate the conderting words of
Iowa State Ctillege. says:
-like- to find 'a -Way of which removes dust peep, record trict champions.. in a decision de."A. man's physical condition has Moreover, without extra cost, a Bro. Pogue and to Kelley & Hopper
re4siage$500.009.000- and are toy- grooves, lubricates the path of the -bate. On •Wednesday • and Thurswell rendered services.
much to do with his alartness and, choice may be made of many at- for
ing-wn the idea of. a tax on lur- needle and protects the tone . . . day. of last week. Calvert City and
We especially thank the ones
thereto& an operator of -power tractive 'routes, .and stop-over privuries. Also they are Considering eTheatmcal Money" or merclepedise Tilghman High cf Paducah went. Leeds Hayward and Joan Fentitne .are romantically teamed
In Edward equipment needs to take good care ileges at all points will be allowed who prepared the grave and the
leweeing the personal income tax certificates on deparement . stores down in defeat to bring the record
Small's -The Duke of West Pointe' opening nest Tuesday at the Varsity of hinisetf.- This --feeirrecognIzed in both directions. Baggage Will, people who were so kind at the
eseeernetione-4romothe-- present raw $o SW -given with-the -purehaats et
-of llite -Training---Setiod -to -6 - won.
be checked as usual.
church. We furthermore extend
Lotted Artists release.
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. requirement • for late driving of
"The manner in which thg plan our appreciation 'to Mrs. Hamlin
auternobiles and trucks. It is dsin
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formed quarters -ien,oCapttol Hill
•
decision debate.
phone service, both day and eight.
.
other pewter equipment when tired. illustration," 'declared mr.. Peiley
say that though, the latter_ scheme
AUTO PROGRESS-It is genThe Colts, still in the 'lead inj
.'.747s..- person residing' in Nashville May God bless everyone who rensleep. or sick.".•
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•
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etese around- theororner. -C
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I
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.
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e of farmers in the AAA proIn order tu get picture.-'at a
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imsteel
Grant',
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conservation to scale'
Cost ef checking performance
Tomb has •,been relandscaped. Now proved variety of aernisated safety
- payments ,are made a • spedfied
.111.11011Y"
Ea
comes-word that the subway is to ears. It as understood the .glass '
rate
per acre of land planted. from the air is about one-third less
!hen the earlier methods of hind
--be rejuvenated-by a veritable con, will hare -a new -kind-- of plastic-- T.,- - --mea
cousin.
Prior to the use of air
ins
memory
photogra-. measurement. -Air
grass of American industry. Such -sandwich - filler" which will make
photoggaphy
01
.4 Jennie, who died June 15, phy. a number of measuring meth,- oats about
4 cents per acre com.
uds. ranging from the old Tr/east/5r1936."-• - ••- ' '
pared with 6 cents- under older
T"-Traty, her bode has returned to ing .wheel to surveying. were used. , measuring
methods.:
The cost is
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Mrs. Jewell Holley Saturday after- Were in Hazel Saturday•
Fred Orr, Omaa Paschall, Kelly
noon.
Mrs. Ola Morris and 'daughter,
Orr. and Arlin-Paschall were In
Joe and Tay Faster ,are on the Mary Katherine attended church at
Hazel on business.
sick list. Joe 10 improved end we Oak Ginve Sunday.
Misses Eril, Daisy, and nrnie Orr
•
hope Fay soon. improves and is
The
remodeling
of
Sparks
'Store
WS .hgve been haSIng quite a back in
_,- '-'d
Orr
Tiseisington-and visited Mr_ and adri. -S.
In
Murray
Will
'soon
ape
completed
lot of rain and '
,Snow lately. The
children., Mildred, Morelbe,---- and Saturday night.
Mrs. Annie Laurie Motheral and and will be very'modernistic. Miss bynn
Kentucky. tobaceo growers have Is 83,468 acres, which is 52.2 per
snow which fell- February 3, made
I.il
Defeats
Grove
by Verda. Mae, visiteal ,M,Csand..31fin
lair and Mrs.,Bordon Nance and
'us feel like we had plenty of win- Mr*. Hugh Anderson were callers Lucy Hole and Mrs. Sally St. John,
Bare >etre; Watson's Thai
sins
Boyd
Waited
been
Mr.
allotted a slightly larger per- cent of the national acrage, allotand
Bedwell
Mrs.
Sunday..
in
the
home
of
who
work
in
Mrs.
Jack
this store, are much
Humter with us.
'
Take Concord
Mr. and, Mrs. Adolphus Paschall J. B. Irvin through the week-end. centage- of the national acreage'
over joyed at the modern work
ment, compared to 52.05 per cent
Sorry to hear of so much illness phreys Thursday afternoon.
-Mrs.
Irvin
has
had
flu
`and
but
is
betchildren,
Max
and Wilda K..
Inez Byars received a ve'ry nice being completed.
of flu and colds. Hope each who
Kirksey's
higb school
than they received last year, ac- last year
Eagles and Mrs. Natalie Paschall were, ter.
and appreciated gift "of' a'MAY
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Paschall servtd notice on county basketball
„ is ill improves rapidly.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Acreages of burley for other
Those who visited Mr. and Mrs. cording to the State Office of the
-Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Paschall at- Bible from a good ,friend and were 'in Murray Thursday. Mr. 'quintets this week-end they will Mrs. Arlin Paschall. Afternoon vis- Donald Paschall Sunday
were Mr. Agricultural Adjustment Admin- states are Tennessee, 66,468; Ohio,
tendee church services Sunday at neighbor, Mrs. Jennie Jones, Fri- Paschall -delivered some tobacco. be in the thick of the fight for itors were Mr. and Mrs. Willie and Mrs. James I. Paschall
and
Suren Baker's family has not county honors in the tournament
Oak Grove. Sunday was a very day. Some say Friday is an un14,082; Indiana, 11,112; Virginia,
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Othel 'Paschall sons, Elisha, Louis Paschall, Mn istration at Lexington.
beautiful day for church services lucky day, but you can't make been feeling well Lately, result of here next week.
and
son,
Gerald.
11,292; Alabama, 177; Arkansas, 67;
and Mrs. Jimmie Jones and son,
Inez
believe
but
that
it
acreage
is
a
very
colds,
burley
The
allotment
Of
and also for other occasions.
,Friday night they defeated a
Miss Lettie Lee Groo
lucky day. t What cculd be a nicer
* Ms visited Parvin Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Fleet- 277,191 acres, under the Agricul- Georgia, 8,3/7; Oklahoma, 6; South
Mrs. Lela
ssiter, I
strong
Concord
team
27-25,
and
on
wood
has
been
who
Paschall
and children, Merspend- gift than g Bible?s
Inez Byers.'
-sill
hate to hear' of your having the Saturday night put up a sterling Mr. and 'Mts. Enlo Tarkington SatCarolina, 112, and' West Virginia,
ing several days with her sister,
rell, Lynwood, and Thomas, Mrs. tural Conservation Program, is 69.3 4,345.
Mrs: Nan nie Swami and Mrs. flu. Hope you are better. Now, battle before losing to Lynn urday night. 'W
per
cent
of
the
national
allotment
- nos Mrs. Reba - Paschall, of' near- Lynn Elizabeth Parks visited in the I just wonder if Milton
Lizzie
Paschall,
Mrs.
Roy
Paschall,
Those
who
enjoyed
the radio
and Dean
Other states received dark to, Grove who has been 41 with OW home of Mrs. Shellie Orr Thurs- Lassiter are your children, and Grove's last year's county cham- program nt Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Miss Myrtle Hart, J. L. Orr, Fred df 400,000 acres. In addition to the
p/an-sand one of the favorites for
bacco allotments as follows: Ten- returned to her horinW611nesday tlay afternoon.
Lou, I wonder if you know who the crown this year by a 20-19 Paschall's- Saturday night were Mr. Orr, Adolphus and L. D. 'Hutchins 400,000 acres, 5,000 acres have been
of last week, leaving her sister
and Mn, Fred Orr, Mr. and Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. Ruff Spann and set aside in a national reserve, to nessee, 51,948, Virginia, 24,001; In"Aunt' Missouri" Wilson. I re- Golden Lock is? I always like to score.
much improved.
on.
ceived your letter okeh last week read Protemus _Palaver.
•
---1 be distributed among the states for diana, 473. and Missouri, 100.
In the Concord game, the score Nathaniel 'Orr, Miss Sylvia KuyVesta Todd was able to return to and surely was glad to hear 'from
kendall, Dorris Kuykendall, Fleets
Mrs: Rafe Sparip and baby were
Mn, and Mrs. Nathaniel Orr visschool at Lynn Grove Monday of you.. And I must say, Santa was Saturday visitors of their aunt, at the quarter was 9-5; at the half wood Paschall, Eitsha Paschall - and ited Mr. and Mrs. One Kuykendall new growers and for adjustmetat
18-12; and at the close of the third
allotments of old growers. Lark
last week after several days ab- Peal nice to you. •I think YOU' Mrs. One Key.
Harrel Loyd Kpykendall.
Saturday night.
'
period 21-14, with Kirksey always,
sence caused by a deep cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Paschall vismust have been real nice and . Milburn Paschall' and
Jim Wilkason lost a good mulch • year's acreage allotment for KenTerry leading.
night.
Lynn
Saturday
Miss Catherine Marie Jones, of obedient the past year to get so ,Smotherman werp visitors of Ben
tacky was 68.9 per cent of the
ited Mn: and Mrs. J. L. Orr Thurs- cow last week.
Grove led at the quarter 7-6; the
Lynn Grove, was absent from many nice things. I beheVe Ill Byars Sunday.
day and Friday.
After so much rain last week national allotment, which totaled
score at the hall was 10-10; and at
school Friday on account of a sore just tell what you gst; a crepe
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Key and most everyone was busy stripping 452,000 acres fot all states.'
The pet pigs at One Key's are
throat, this being the first day dress, satin slip, apron, four pairs grswing mcel. Ortis Key works the close of the third' period Lynn children; Myrtle Rose, Boyce, and tobacco.
Kentucky's allotraept of fireGrove held h 14-10 advantage.
Miss Jones had missed school.
Rudy.
of Paris visited Mr. and Mrs.
of hose. 7 handkerchiefs, one regularly at the County Agent's
Lee Roy Kuykendall isn't so well cured and dark- air-cured tobacco
The lineups:
—"
Mr. and Mrs. Hester Brown were shoulderette, a hand pocket and office at Murray.
J.
L.
Orr
Friday
'night.
at this writing.-Happy Jack.
Ortis makes
Pos.
Concord 25
Friday
night
guests
of
Mrs. $2! Wow! I think Santo was rich good at his work and- has pur- Kirksey 27
Washer 8
F
Hendon 6
Brown's parents, Mr. and Mrs. while he Was in Detroit.
chased a new car since Christmas.
Riley 3
F
Yarbrough-4-One Key.
Lowett Key is spending a .few
Would like to say hello to Mrs.
Ezell 5
Patterson
Stripping tobacco seems to have days with his sister, Mrs. Hester Anna Jones and Misss.gelle Enoch.
Gingles 5
G
Allbritten 12
been the order of the days lately. 13rownss
And Mrs. Anna, please don't tar- Story 6
Wilson 2
G
"Uncle Dick" Jones has •,a severe get me when the pea holing is
There are a few people who have
Substitutions: Concord-Steele 1,
finished stripping the . Weed and cold. Hope he feels- better soon.. over.
Pittman,.
Hamlin. • Referee, Joe
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Lassiter
there are several others who are
Mr. and .Mrs. Hollin Junes and Brown, Murray State.
found no one at hurtle when they Mr. and Mrs. Halton Byars have
not though.
.
•
Tilman Or and Porter Charlton made a call at Mr. and Mrs.. Q..T. all been stripping tobacco lately.
The"lineups: - •
Paschall's Sunday.
finished_ stripping Ian- week.' Mr. and'Mrs. Byars stripped toPos.'
Kirksey 19
Bert Wilson has had a cold but bacco until 1 o'clock Friday morn- L. Grove 20
Marvin Page and •
(F,„I.
Orr
Armstrong 4
Washer 5
F
sold and delivered tobacco that is up and. out .at this writing. Very ing. I think they broke the rec- Todd 4
- Ailey 2
'Byars' place glad to report Miss Clessie Coch- ord,
was grown on Ben,
Hart 3
EZeil
tan_is_improvelissaf flu.
_
last week:- ,
One Key workud eine day this Wright
G
Story 3
Edd Morton, Elisha • Orr, and week at fixing a fire grate for Hall 12
Mr. and Mrs. Terry 'SmotherG
Gingles
6 •
man . and chltdren, Martha Site, -Marvin Page were in Murray his son-in-law. Hester Brown. Mrs.
Substitutions: Kirksey-Cupeland '
Jimmie
no. and Nancy Ann., Thursday.
Key went along to be the guest 3.
Referee: Joe Brown, Murray
Mrs. Lavana Key is improving sf her daughter, Mrs. Clovis.
were Saturday eight and Sunday
.
State.
7
guests of Mr. and Mrs.. Milburn from an illness of flu.
Mr. and Mrs. One Key and son
Mrs. Fred Carroll received- word were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Paschall.
All this week we're showing YOU
s-Mr. and Mrs. Edd Morton had as from her sister, of'. Martin, Tenn., Mrs. Zelner Orr of Puryear.
'their guests Saturday night Mr. telling her of her little girl's hav.
-Golden Lock
how to SAVE by SEWING! ..Our
and Mrs.. Barden Nance and son. ing an operation for appendicitis.
Fabric, Notiong and Pattern DeMrs. Boyd Jones and daughter.
William Darrell.
Beautiful winter is still here with
partments have ideas galore W conMiss Jessie Alma Copeland and Catherine Marie, have been in the
its rain, sleet, snow, min-shine and
vince you SEWING is fun, thrilling
little Misses Mary Elizabeth. Pa- home of her brother and'family,
ice, but there is quite a bit of
-strtetti7 anitt 'Pally Jean-111dritai: Mr. and Mre. Curlie Holley, for a
and the thriftiest -way we know of
Not so much sickness to report sickness,,, to report in this comspent pert of Thursday afternoon few days. •
this week: Tom Swift- has been munity.
having smart, individual clothes.
Jeraldene and aPtty Lou. ifttle
bursting and eating hickorynuts. sallobbie Jones stripped tobacco sick but is sotne better at this writVisit our store during NATIONAL
Mrs. Mable Carroll and Miss Friday with the aaststance sof his
Jo Ann Young. little daugh- daughters of Mr. and Mrs. HudSEW AND SAVE WEEK!
Inez Byars were cabers in the mother and Clara.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Young. son Smith were ill with, a cold
Fred rasseil -and Halls!: Byars has been aick, but. is better.
homes of Mrs. Jennie Jones and
last week. They are better, howReggie Byers and Como Alex- ever. now. E. G., son of Mr. and
ander went after `Mr. Alexander's Mrs. Galon Chapman, was absent
tobacco out at his place near from scnool last week with a cold.
, $5.00 Coach Round Trip
Mrs. Lucy Burkeen was taken very
Kirksey Msnday.
We are-having some fine weath- sick ..with high blood pressure- last
er to strip tobacco in. Maybe week.' We are glad te report she.:.
folkt around pere will ge through is improving. Joe E., small son of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Burkeen fell
thig geason.
50 Yards More Per Spool
Mrs. Omie Young spent a few and mashed his nese and had a
severe
necesnose
bleed.
It
was
days last week with her son and
SEE OUR WINDOW!
family. -Joe alpung. tu be at. 4e sary, to pack hit -Math. He was
bedside of .her granddaughter, Jo weakened from the loss 'Of biped
Bias Tape
Sc
and is rec...vering slowly. Mrs.
Ann, who has been very ill.
Going and Returning
• Mrs. Everet -Inman was a guest Audrey ' Wilkerson was suffering
Rick Rack .
5c & Sc
Wednesday of Mrs. Clench:1n Byers. with a severe cold and cough last
From Er.55 a. m. to 11:00 p. m, in New Orleans. See two gorweek. She is better today. Budl
Mrs.
Reba
Alexander
hitg
-some
geous mystic parades . . join in genecal masking and enjoy
Buttons
Sc & 10c
little chickens and two more hens -Duncan is suffering with • boils
, street carniyal and New Orient* &mous night life ... Dine at
setting. Guess she thinks she will on his neck this week.
Fasteners
Talon
Slide
Iva Nell and Izell. little daughFreneh restaurants . . . see races. PARADES AND STREET
be one of thes'SF:.arly Birds."
All Lengths
• Mrs. Rena Daugherty and Mrs. ter and son of Mrs. Rea Duncan,
911AN1VALS, lasting all day to midnight, FREE.
were
sick with a -cold last week.
Tom Wyatt and little son, Billie.
better.
They
are
also
Dress
Snaps
5c
spent Tuesday with Mrs. Myrtie
Lv, Jackson, Tenn. (Mon.) 6:15 P. M.
Mrs. Emily . Adams and her
McClain.
Ar. New Orleans Clues.) 355 A. M.
Needles, all sizes
10c
Mn, and Mrs. Joe Young 'were daughters, Misses Minnie and Nola.
lleturntag-Lv, New Orleans Tues. 11:00 P. M.
- •
Sunday guest's of
and Mrs. moved -from par' -neighborhood
over on the East Highway the first
Clendpn Byers.
SPECIAL TRAIN
CONVENIENT 8CiiK.Mtlii
Mr. and Mrt-S Reggie Byers and of the year. They were our splendid
telephone operators at Shiloh
Mr.' and Mrs: Joe Young were
Write J. B. Carpenter, D.P.A.
A Complete Stock of Simplicity Patterns—
Wednesday evening guests of Mn. for 8 years.' We regretted to lose
them. We wish them success in
Jackson, Tenn.
Guaranteed Perfect. Each Pattern includes
and Mrs. Comus Alexander.
Mrs. Comus Alexander suffered their new home and work. Weprimmer of illustrated sewing instructions. All
Tickets Good Only on Special Train
, severely last Week with tooth welcome our new operators, Mr.
Patterns one price
15c
and Mrs. Forman Rhodes, and their
ache.-Brown Eyes.
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Schroader,
Also 64 and 72 in. Widths
PRINTED
It pays to read our classifieds
A SPECIAL PURCHASE OF
we would like to have you back
FAST COLOR NEW
•1
with us. We miss you.. .
--U wadi t say hello to my rel:
FAMOUS PEPPEREI.
PtqUes, Poplins. Linens, Slab
atia•-ca
80x80 pitrsTs
Trigg -county.,
Cloth and other new novelty
Hine Duncan is suffering with
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School

Kirksey Improves
As Tourneys Near

Sycamore Center
News

Percentage Allotted to Kentucky
Tobacco Growqrs Slightly Up

surely .4o
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Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

East Almo News

Joppa News

10` THIMBLE FREE

With Each Large 10c Spool
Lily Thread

MARDI GRAS EXCURSION
To NEW ORLEANS
Monday, February 20th

IS SPRING!

SIMPLICITY PATTERNS

HERE'S THE PROOF

Gulf, Mobile and Northern R. R.

Table'Damask

_The Staff of Life.
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New Spring Prints

Cotton Fabrics

17c

19c

SPRING PRINTS

49c

Bread
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tong Has Been Recognized As
The Staff of Life

New.Spring Coats

A Large Group of Rayon Fleece Toppers at $1.98

New Spring Dresses

Closed
Washington's Birthday,
February 22

:Kessisicky Tiiler

Member Federal Deposit" Irisurance Corporation
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BUY MURRAY MADE BREAD, AND USE CALLOWAY 'COUNTY
FLOUR . . . When You Help Local Industry
.
'
You Help YOurselves
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E.SPARKS CO (:278i) Spreads the Curtains
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One Special Group .....
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Other Price *Ranges
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Ladies' Suits
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Wash -Dresses
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Spring Curtains

FREE SOUVENIRS
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Admiration Silk Hine
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See
the
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We have a big stock of New
Spring Curtains
to $
From
We are featuring one special
price group for this
$1.00
openingat.

49c

-To-All The Kiddies on Opening Days
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17-18
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Tobacco Canvas

We have a Complete Stock of Admiration
Hose in all the new spring shades from a fine
Sheer 2-Thread to a 7-Thread
79c to $1.00
Service Weights at
Other Sheer Silk Hose 49c, 59c and 69c
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Also New Spring Woolens, Fine Triple
She.r.s, Silks, and many other materials
will be on display or( our counters.
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30,000 Yards Tobacco Canvas in all
grades front Cheap to the Best in oney,-three, and Tour yard widths.
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New,Spring Dresses
One special group of Silk Print Dresses in solids $7.50
iad combination effects. Size 14 to 44
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